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Foreword
This book deals with some of the basics of the Christian life which Jesus,thought were
basic to His Mission and the Christian lire style.
The are things every Christian should be able tto live and do if they desire to be like
Jesus.
The topics chosen have been based on over 25 years of ministry experience teaching
people about how to live the Christian life so are based on practical experience and not
reasonings.

Deliverance – its roots
The Ministry of Jesus included deliverance – the freeing people from the bondage of
Satan so that they were able to do the work of The Kingdom. Deliverance ministry is
a continuation of the ministry Jesus did on earth – freeing people to follow Him unaffected by Satan’s attacks on their life
Isa 61:1 The Spirit of the Lord GOD is upon me; because the LORD hath
anointed me to preach good tidings unto the meek; he hath sent me to bind up
the brokenhearted, to proclaim liberty to the captives, and the opening of the
prison to them that are bound;
Isa 61:2 To proclaim the acceptable year of the LORD, and the day of vengeance of our God; to comfort all that mourn;
Isa 61:3 To appoint unto them that mourn in Zion, to give unto them beauty for
ashes, the oil of joy for mourning, the garment of praise for the spirit of heaviness; that they might be called trees of righteousness, the planting of the
LORD, that he might be glorified.
Isa 61:4 And they shall build the old wastes, they shall raise up the former
desolations, and they shall repair the waste cities, the desolations of many generations.
So it is basic to the Christian life for people want to serve Jesus in the way He desires
them to be delivered from the effects of Satan o or in them hindering the work of Jesus. If you follow Jesus and His purposes you will be doing this ministry.

Introduction
The purpose of this book is to teach a method of deliverance that even a child can us
and of ritual warfare that even an infant can use if taught properly to them.
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<Author Name>
It is based on five simple steps Jesus showed me which can be used for deliverance or
spiritual
warfare.
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Evangelism

and

Deliverance

are

a

3

form

of

spiritual

warfare.

Evangelism attacks Satan’s kingdom and removes people from it.
Deliverance ministry removes the effect of Satan's kingdom on them.
Spiritual warfare itself attacks the works and plans of Satan and destroys them.
Part A is the deliverance prayer that everyone should pray before reading the
rest of this book. It is no use doing deliverance on others is you still need it in a
major way yourself.
Part B teaches the five simple steps Jesus taught me which is the basis of deliverance and spiritual warfare taught in this book.
Part C is the Deliverance Primer
Part D is the Spiritual Warfare Primer
Part E has some comments on attitudes of the Christian life you need to live in
the way Jesus desires you to minister.
\
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Introduction to Deliverance
Deliverance is a three part process:
You tell them what you are going to do
You do it (see the prayer following)
You teach them how to maintain their deliverance (The Five Steps)

What is deliverance?
Deliverance is the removal of the effects of Satan’s attacks on you, whether they are
internal affecting your behaviour or are external attacks trying to have you modify
your behaviour in the way Satan desires it modified.

Is Deliverance real?
Jesus only cast demons out of people who called Him Lord and believed in Him as
their Lord. Jesus never cast demons out of people who did not call Him Lord except to
free them from bondage so they could choose for or against Him (the Gadarene for
example).
So Jesus believed a Christian were able to have demons.
Deliverance is a Lordship decision giving an area to Jesus to be Lord of then commanding Satan to leave it in The Name of Jesus.
They were Christians who believed He was The Messiah when He did it so it shows
Christians can have demons.
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Deliverance – a simple statement and an example
This is the way Jesus taught me to do deliverance (using a simple Lordship prayer).
Unlike most modern deliverance methods you do not need to know anything about
the person seeking deliverance. Not even their Name. Deliverance is between them
and Jesus and you are only a guide so that they can tell Jesus quietly in their heart
what they seek deliverance from and no one else need to know.
Deliverance is a result of a Lordship attitude where you are desiring Jesus to be Lord
of an area of your life so Satan can no longer influence it in a controlling way so you
can live a holy life.
James 4:7-8 states this clearly:
Jas 4:7 Submit yourselves therefore to God. Resist the devil, and he will flee
from you.
Jas 4:8 Draw nigh to God, and he will draw nigh to you. Cleanse your hands,
ye sinners; and purify your hearts, ye double minded.
This verse shows you the cornerstone of deliverance.
By doing this what is given to Jesus becomes part of His Kingdom protected by Him.
Satan has to fight Jesus for it (which He does not do) or convince you to give it back
to him (which is why the battle is really for the mind).
This is why they do not manifest through you as they have to fight Jesus and not you.
So part of deliverance is being able to recognise and attack of Satan and whether it is
internal (needing deliverance to fight it) or external (requiring only the casting away
of a demon). You need to be able to hear The Holy Spirit so you know how to fight
back.
Deliverance is really between you and God as you make Jesus the Lord of an area of
your life so that Satan can no longer influence it and has to fight Jesus to regain con6

trol or convince you to give it back to him. This is why Lordship and the pursuit of
holiness is so important as it stops Satan influencing you to give him back control of
the area you gave to Jesus to be Lord of.
Joh 8:32 And ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.
You need to learn the truths of God that will help you in your Christian life as well as
defeat the lies and half-truths Satan tries to have you believe. This is one reason to
study The Bible.
Rom 8:14 For as many as are led by the Spirit of God, they are the sons of
God.
You need to be led by The Spirit of God so He can advise you of the truths you need
to know as well as how to fight Satan and defend The Kingdom of God. This is why
you need to be able to hear The Holy Spirit as you go through the day.
When Jesus is Lord every attack of Satan will fail.
In James 5:16 we are told to confess our weaknesses not our sins and it is the same in
deliverance. You give the area of sin (a weakness) to Jesus to be Lord so that every
sin in that area is dealt with and not just an individual sin.
Jas 5:16 Confess your faults one to another, and pray one for another, that ye
may be healed. The effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth much.
Modern bibles have ‘sin’ instead of ‘weaknesses/faults’ because of Catholic influence
on modern bible translations. This is to justify their act of confession but whenever
Jesus delivered people sins were not discussed.
Satan was subtle. He could not stop deliverance so he:
Made it seem a difficult and a specialised skill requiring intense training and
knowledge and Had people confess things to others instead of only telling them
to Jesus in their heart (which is all they need to do).
7

Had them confess individual sins instead of areas of weakness so that only one
sin or thing in the area was dealt with and not the whole area
Hid the fact that Lordship was the key attitude in being delivered.
Removed our authority to do deliverance from modern bibles (through lies saying it was not in the best bibles but it was and was removed from them before
the Greek texts were published) so the only weapon we had against Satan was
removed leaving us defenceless against him and apparently unable to do deliverance
You do not need to fight demons because when you give the area to Jesus to be Lord
of it belongs to His Kingdom and Satan has to fight Him to get it back and not you and
has to convince you to give him control of it again.
I give an example of how this deliverance is done:
So give to Jesus to be Lord of an area of weakness in your life, which will
know you need too because it has a sin you have trouble dealing with or because you are continually tempted in that area, which may results in sins you do
not want to do. Give the causes, results and everything in you associated with
that area for Jesus to be Lord of it.
Make certain you have no unforgiveness, or are refusing to reconcile with another or have a sin in your life that you do not want to give up. Sins you cannot
give up but want to give to Jesus as step 1 of the following prayer.
Command Satan to leave in the Name of Jesus what you have given to Jesus to
be Lord of and to go to Jesus to be dealt with, taking all he did to you with him
Command healing and restoration in Jesus’ Name according to His Will in this
area(s) given to Jesus to be Lord of
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Ask The Holy Spirit to fill you so that the house (soul) is full and demons cannot come back in.
You should then give thanks to The Father, The Lord Jesus and The Holy Spirit for
what they have delivered you from.
A more complete prayer is found on my website nevillesalvetti.com called a ‘Lordship
Prayer” as well a more fuller dealing with deliverance and spiritual warfare which are
really two sides of the same coin.
After deliverance Satan will place thoughts in your mind to imply you did not have
deliverance. Lordship attitudes stop him persuading you to give the area back to him
as this is the only way he can use it again. He has to regain the Lordship (control) of
that area to be able to use it which means you need deliverance again in that area.
You will need to study spiritual warfare and be able to hear The Spirit clearly to know
if the attack is from external demons (you sent to Jesus) or internal demons (needing
deliverance)
God knows you will fail because you are not perfect and only asks that you wholeheartedly try to resist the temptation. As you do this you will succeed more and more
and after deliverance the sin should no longer control you. If it still does then you
need to find the access point Satan is using to attack you and you need to give it to
Jesus to be Lord of using the five steps detailed later..
You will nor go to hell for wholeheartedly trying and failing. You will go for not trying.
Just use the pattern above giving the area of attack to Jesus as the first step.
Neville Salvetti
salvettina@bigpond.com
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nevillesalvetti.com

The Actual Prayer
This can be said in your heart so that no one hears what you are giving to Jesus
The Lord Jesus says in His Bible in 1 Pet 5:7, to give Him all your cares. That which
causes you worry, anxiety, stress, all the hurts of the past, which takes away your
peace, the sin you cannot seem to defeat, wrong coping mechanisms like: smoking,
drinking, gambling: all that causes you distress and/or lack of peace in your spirit.
Remember that the giving of these things is only between you and Jesus, so you do not
need to say them out loud, but only need to quietly give them to Him in your heart for
Him alone to hear.
We use a list of things so you can refer back to and check you have given them to
Jesus. Satan is a Legalist and having a list like this removes some of his power over
you by stopping him causing you to doubt any deliverance you have had in the areas
listed. You can always go back and check the list to see if it was covered. It also helps
you see what he is trying to have you accept by placing thoughts in your mind to imply you have not been delivered from that area.

The prayer.
Why are so many things mentioned? Satan is a legalist and may try to say you did not
give this area to Jesus. But you can point to this prayer and tell him to go (cast the
demon attacking you to Jesus).
Step 1
So give to Jesus, quietly in your heart, anything that troubles you. You do not need to
name the sin(s) but just the area the sin, weakness or problem in you which you desire
Jesus to be Lord of. All you need to do is to agree to completely give it in your heart
for Jesus to be Lord of.
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In James 5:16 we are told to give our faults (areas of weakness) and not our individual
sins to to others so it is also with Jesus.
Remember you give Jesus everything in the area so that things you do not know you
have in that area or have done in that area are also given to Him along with anything
associated with the area(s) you are giving Him. You do not need to mention individual
sins but areas the sins are in as long as you repent of any sin that surfaces after deliverance so that you no longer do them.
For ritual abuse of any kind, trauma, abuse verbal and/or physical (e.g. of a
spouse)
Lord I give you all the abuse and trauma I have had for you to be Lord of.
I give you the causes and results as well as anything associated with these.
I give you any divisions and hidden rooms these caused in my soul to be Lord
of and integrate back as one soul
I give you any wrong contracts, agreements worship and knowledge which is
not of your Kingdom.
I give you the causes, results and anything associated with these to you to also be Lord of because I desire you to be Lord of all my life.
So give to Jesus (that is relevant) any:
Your hearing of The Holy Spirit
Your relationship to The Father as an adopted child of His
Your relationship to Jesus as a citizen of His Kingdom
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Your relationship to The Holy Spirit as your guide and guardian on earth.
Wrong attitudes toward God
Wrong attitudes toward others
Moral weaknesses you have
Sins or areas of sin you have trouble defeating
Loveless acts toward others
For speech problems
I give you all negative thoughts, fears, doubts, self esteem and self worth to
you or to myself and anything that cause me to speak in a way that does not
glorify The Kingdom of God.
Circumstances or events you are anxious or concerned/worried about.
Wrong emotions, habits, attitudes, reasonings, values or wrong coping mechanisms you have
Wrong imaginations, understanding, knowledge and learning or ways of
thinking,
negative thoughts, fears, doubts, self esteem and wrong attitudes and values
of self worth toward you or to Jesus and anything that cause me to speak or
act in a way that does not glorify The Kingdom of God.
Self worth, self value and self esteem
All the failures and wrong things I did in my life.
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Wrong worship and praise attitudes
Hurtful memories or trauma you have that cause you problems of any kind.
Wrong contracts or agreements you have entered into. (except those with the
devil as you cannot get out of them)
All relationships you have
Any betrothal (engagement)
All social activities
Any marriage, family and any problems in that area
Employment
Ministry
Fear of Authority
Fear of Failure
All others fears
Self-rejection and low self esteem
Any mental illness you may have whether or not you know about it
Any wrong soul ties
Any curses over yourself from any source
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Any wrong agreements or contracts or similar…whether or not you know you
have made them
Astrology, horoscopes, palm reading, necromancy, fortune telling of any kind
or any thing similar to any of these things.
Past hurts, traumatic events and other events that have hurt you in any way
Spirit, soul, body, mind, emotions, flesh
Any partitions in my soul or hidden things I do not know about
Your sexuality and its expression
Character
Attitudes
Objectives and purposes>
Thoughts, daydreams and imaginations
Mind, body, emotions, will, soul - all you have been, are and will be
The way you serve Jesus and others
The area of any sins you have problems with and any sins Jesus tells you t o
confess (to make you more aware of their being dealt with in this deliverance)
Anything, in you or that you have done that is, not of Jesus or His Kingdom
of which He is not already Lord of. Whether or not you know they are there,
14

Anything The Holy Spirit tells you now to give to Him for Jesus to be Lord
of and to make certain you have not missed anything.
Give Jesus also the causes and results of all these things as well as anything else associated with them in any way then pray as follows"
General Repentance
Lord, Jesus, I want you to be Lord of all my life. I give it to all You, as well as anything that stands between You and me, whether or not I know they are there as well as
anything above I have not given to you to be Lord of. Show me these things Lord that
separate us so I can deal with them as you desire me to deal with them. I want to do
Your will in all I do Lord, and I ask You to help me to do this. I give it all to you Jesus, for You to be Lord of so that You are Lord of all I am.
This can also be said in your heart so no one hears what you are giving to Jesus
Step 2
The Father in heaven says you are to forgive everyone who has hurt you in any way. If
you deliberately do not forgive anyone who has hurt you, the Father in heaven cannot
forgive your wrongs against Him. So you do not go to heaven (Matt 6:14-15). You do
not get deliverance.
You may need to pray as follows and in your heart name any people The Holy Spirit
brings to your memory.
Jesus, I forgive all who have hurt me.
I also forgive myself for what I have done.
Lord! Help me to forgive those I have problems forgiving. So I can obey you
fully.
Give any problems you have reconciling to another as this is usually caused by Unforgiveness or fear of man (or woman). You may need to pray: as follows:
15

Lord Help me to reconcile to those I need to reconcile too and to do what I
need to do this.
The lord requires you to try to reconcile but they may not be interest in reconciling. As
long as you have wholeheartedly tried to reconcile it does not matter of the other person does not want to be reconciled. It may be too dangerous to try but as long as you
really desire to reconcile and are waiting for Jesus to make it possible you have satisfied God’s requirements in this area. You may also need to repent of a sin you know
you are doing as well as give it to Jesus to be Lord of.
You may need to pray in your heart:
Lord, show me what I need to repent of. I ask you to be Lord of it.
Then repent in your heart so only Jesus need hear
Lord I repent of …[name the sin(s) or area(s)] and I want to stop doing anything that I am doing that is wrong. Help me to do this so you can be completely Lord of my life.
You may need to give it as a new step 1 in this prayer before you go on.
Step 3
This can be whispered but must be said audibly even if you do it under your breath so
that only you can hear it. Jesus and Satan will also hear it which is what matters.
Now command Satan to leave and go to Jesus and to take all He did to you with him:
Satan I have given all these areas of my life to Jesus to be Lord of. So you must
go from these areas in Jesus’ Name to the Throne of Judgement to be dealt with
by Jesus. In Jesus' Name I command that you are, to take with you everything
in, on or around me or that you have done to me at any time
16

Demons do not manifest as they are fighting Jesus now in what you have just given to
Jesus to be Lord of and not you so they know they have no chance of winning so do
not waste their energy.
Step 4
This can be whispered but must be said
In accordance with the Will of God, in Jesus' Name I command healing of everything Satan did to me and In Jesus' Name 1 also command restoration of the
sound mind and soul as well as all else that Satan took from me or damaged in
accordance with your will for me Jesus.
Step 5
This can also be said in your heart so no one hears what you are giving to Jesus
Holy Spirit please fill me completely, refresh me and anoint me freshly to serve
Jesus as an obedient citizen of the Kingdom of God, and member of The Body
of believers on earth. Step 5 was also mentioned by Jesus to a lady who went to
heaven. Its stops demons coming back into the soul in the areas they have been
forced to leave.
The following prayer gives permission to Jesus to do whatever He needs to do for you
without asking your permission and needs to be prayed only once or repeated only if
The Holy Spirit says to do so:
You should also give everything you are steward of to Jesus using the five steps for
Him to be Lord of so it is a part of His Kingdom and protected by Him.
Lord Jesus I give everything to you that I am and that I am a steward of for you
to be Lord of so it is a part of your Kingdom. I ask you to clearly guide me how
to use the things you have given me and in what I buy and sell so that I am a
good steward of what you desire me to be steward of.
17

In Jesus' I command you Satan to leave these areas now and go to The Lord Jesus to be dealt with and to take all you did to me with you.
In Jesus' Name I command healing and restoration on all you did in these areas and ask you Holy Spirit to cover them with your presence.
Thank you Father for giving them to me to be a steward of for you
Lord Jesus for protecting them
And Holy spirit for guiding me in the use and obtaining of these things
Holy Spirit fill me please
Thank you.
Amen!
Father, Lord Jesus, Holy Spirit, ministering angels.- I give you all permission
to do anything you need to do to me or for me without the need to ask my permission to do these things.
Satan will try and convince you by placing thoughts or feelings in you or emotions
you have that you have not been delivered. Just give these to Jesus using the five
steps which form the basis of the deliverance prayer above.
Why send them to The Throne of Judgment?
The Throne of Judgment has been set up by Jesus outside The Kingdom of God. The
Kingdom is holy and undefiled and Satan is defiled and unholy so cannot enter The
Kingdom. So this Throne has been set up so Satan can approach Jesus. The courts oif
heaven must also be set up outside heaven because Satan can enter them which he
could not do if they were in heaven.
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After Deliverance
After deliverance Satan will often attack you in the areas you have been delivered
from to try and convince you that you have not had deliverance. Because Jesus is now
Lord of these areas Satan will find it difficult to cause you to sin in these areas.
Satan will place thoughts in your mind to imply you were not delivered in the hope
you will believe him, give up fighting these thoughts or emotions and continue to sin
believing you cannot be delivered from it. Just keep giving the the attack to Jesus to be
Lord using the five steps and you will also take care of any deliverance needed.
You will find it easier to resist these attacks as they are now sourced externally and
not internally. If you sin just remember in 1 John 1:9 we are told:
(KJV) If we confess our sins (to Him and not a person), he is faithful and just to
forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness.
On other words: If we confess our sins to him, God forgives us and removes from us
all the spiritual consequences of the sin (because of Calvary). So what do you do with
these attacks:
Jesus knows we will fail and all He asks is that you wholeheartedly keep trying not to
sin. Jesus does not look at your successes or failures but at the heart attitude you had
while you tried to do His Will.
Remember, Satan can only get you to sin if you accept what he suggests you do.
To deal with these attacks just use the framework of the five steps giving the type or
area of attack to Jesus.
You only need to name the area of attack and all the demons in that area are removed.
You only name individual sins, things or demons if The Holy Spirit says too. And
remember they can be given to Jesus in your heart so no one knows what they are.
Any thought, imagination, wrong reasoning or thoughts, arguments, emotion, sensation or feeling that is not right in your spirit give to Jesus as these are placed there by
demons who can affect your emotions and feelings and place thoughts in you that are
not correct.
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God only gives us good thoughts and things so evil only comes from Satan. God may
have to Allow them because they are the consequence of your actions but He does not
give them to you.
Remember that shame, guilt and condemnation comes now only from demons as the
reasons fore them were dealt with at Calvary. The Holy Spirit convicts so that you will
have a lack of peace over the matter and never condemns, shames you or makes you
feel guilty. So if these occur give them to Jesus using the five steps.
Shame makes you feel you are a terrible person. Conviction does not because it guides
you to do the correct thing which is one of the roles of The Holy Spirit.. Having bad
thoughts is not sin. Acting on them and enjoying these, even if only in your mind, is.
2 Cor 10:5 casting down imaginations, and every high thing that is exalted
against the knowledge of God, and bringing every thought into captivity to the
obedience of Christ;
Phil 4:6 Finally, my friends, keep your minds on whatever is true, pure, right,
holy, friendly, and proper. Don't ever stop thinking about what is truly worthwhile and worthy of praise.
Note:
Remember you will fail but God understands and knows we are dust and all you have
to do is to wholeheartedly repent if necessary, use the framework of the five steps and
learn the lesson God desires you to learn and then you need to continue to wholeheartedly try to do God’s Will.
God does not judge you by your results but by the heart attitude in which you do the
task. If we were all judged by our results very few would make it to heaven.
Remember! There is no more shame, guilt or condemnation for sin or failure because
these were all removed at Calvary. When you fail, learn any lesson and keep on going
remembering the principle in Luke 9:62.
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Luk 9:62 And Jesus said unto him, No man, having put his hand to the plough,
and looking back, is fit for the kingdom of God.
The past is to learn lessons from and not to live in or be controlled by.
Remember that earth is God’s training and preparation ground for eternal life in heaven so that we need to learn the lessons God gives us.
The race is not to the fastest or the most knowledgeable but to those that endure to the
end in spite of all the failings they will make as they do this race.
Remember: The Holy Spirit will convict you of a sin and help you overcome the
temptation or trial. He will not cause you to feel shame, guilt or condemnation. And
also, you do not sin for having wrong thoughts as Satan will place these in you. You
sin by accepting them and doing what is suggested to do by them. The sin occurs
when you agree to do the action in your heart and not whether or not you carry it out.

The Five Steps
These are the basis for the deliverance method Jesus showed me as well as how He
showed me to fight Satan.

Background to the Five Steps
The five steps are based on the fact that anything given to Jesus becomes part of His
Kingdom so Saran has to leave it and cannot fight Jesus to stay there so has to go
when commanded to in Jesus‘ Name. This is why every day we should give everything to Jesus to be Lord of.
For years I practiced deliverance the traditional way: finding out background information on the person (often intrusive and very personal because I had to find out what
sins they had done). fighting demons, either individually or in families and both on
and off the Internet I saw much deliverance and some healing. But the deliverance
exhausted me from all the typing. So I asked Jesus why it was not as easy as when He
21

did it.
The Holy Spirit gave me understanding of why Jesus was able to deliver as He did and
I started to apply this to the Internet ministry that I had been given at that time. The
method had been there all along in James 4:7.
Give it to Jesus to be Lord of and Satan has to leave when commanded to do so in the
Name of Jesus.
Overnight the ministry changed. I no longer needed to know anything about the person, either their history or sins; Jesus knew them already. Healing of the soul and deliverance occurred more completley with little energy needing to be expended. What
used to take weeks could be done in an hour or less at times.
There is still follow-up deliverance on these people, but nothing as intensive as it used
to be. Full deliverance may still require a few sessions, but I do not need to get life
histories or work through all the sins of a person, saving hours and lots of embarrassment, especially where sexual sins are involved. All I need to find is the area needing
deliverance and no longer their individual sins.
You may need to discuss areas of sin at times but not individual sins. So you may
need to discuss sexual problems but not the details. You may need to know they were
unfaithful or had premarital sex so you can pray properly for them but not every time
they slept with someone or committed adultery or even the type of sexual sin. The
weakness and its cause is to be dealt with and not the sins as these have already been
forgiven at Calvary and all the person needs to do is to repent.
We are told in James 5:16 to deal with the weaknesses that allow us to sin and not the
sin itself which is a result and not a cause.
I was shown five principles which I use constantly and which I teach the people whom
Jesus uses me to guide in deliverance. I call these The Five Steps. They are taught to
use these principles to do deliverance on themselves and also to fight the devil when
he attacks them, as well as to help others to obtain deliverance. There is no need for
the person seeking deliverance to know anything except Jesus as their Lord of all as
well as His Authority over Satan, and to give Him their problems and weaknesses,
repent of any wrong attitudes or actions (sins) and to forgive all who have offended
them.
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A new Christian can lead people in the prayer of deliverance as can a child. All they
need to follow Jesus as Lord and to understand is their delegated authority and even
then it is Jesus that delivers not the person so even then a proper understanding of this
is not necessary as Jesus honours His delegated authority used correctly and the heart
of the person seeking deliverance and not the person saying the prayers for another.
It is what the person having deliverance believes that matters and not the actual act.
The Five Steps are a framework (principles) on which to base prayers used for deliverance and to fight Satan. They are not a rote prayer or magic formula so should not
be treated that way but are an expression of the lordship of Christ over all things.
Jesus gave us authority over demons (Mark 16:17), but we must live the lifestyle that
allows that authority to rest on us in order to be used in this ministry. Jesus also gave
us authority over sickness in Mark 16:17 as sickness is part of the works of the kingdom of darkness that occurs after sin has happened. Satan can only do his evil to us if
we allow him too (or in the case of children the parent or guardian allows him too) by
allowing him to take control of a part of us thus placing it under the authority of his
kingdom.
While deliverance and healing of the soul is immediate physical healing will occur
when Jesus deems it is the best time for it to happen.
Satan can only get you to sin if you accept what he is suggesting you do. It is not
thinking about what he suggests that is the sin. The sin is actually deciding embrace it
or to do something about it even if nothing actually happens in the physical. You have
accepted the thought in your heart so that Jesus us no longer Lord of that area. The
fact you desire in your heart to do it is all that is needed for sin to occur. Remember
that Jesus looks at the heart attitudes and not what you do.
Mat 5:28 But I say unto you, That whosoever looketh on a woman to lust after
her hath committed adultery with her already in his heart.
Pray the following prayer
Satan has sent demons to try and stop people saying the five steps so you need to pray:
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In Jesus’ Name I forbid any demon from blocking or attempting to block me
from saying the five steps whenever I am attacked in any way by a demon or am
using them to help another fight demons.
In Jesus’ Name I command any demon doing so at any time to go to Jesus and
to be severely punished.
I ask you Holy Spirit to take their place.
Thank You Father, Lord Jesus and Holy spirit.

The Five Steps to Victory and the reasons for them
These steps are not to be said as a magic formula as they are not one. They are only a
framework of principles to use. They are a giving in your heart of these areas to Jesus
for Him to be Lord of repenting of any wrong done in these areas, removing Satan
from them and all the damage he did in these areas.
First I give the step and then the reason for the step.
Step 1. Give the area, weakness, circumstance, event, oppression, sin or temptation to
Jesus to be Lord over it, along with all the events leading to these things as
well as the consequences resulting from these things and also anything associated with them.
What Jesus is Lord over, He can help you with and protect, so that Satan can
not use it against you. When Jesus is Lord of an area of your life Satan cannot
use it to try and convince you to sin as you do not want to accept what he offers. To control any area Satan needs to deceive you in some way so that you
will accept his control over it.
Step 2. Repent of any wrong attitude in you, either known or unknown to you, or any
wrong thing done by you. Forgive all those who have offended you as well as
of repent of any bitterness, root of bitterness anger and wrong attitudes in
your heart (whether you know of them or not) towards anyone (including
yourself).
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Repentance is a turning away from the things of Satan to the things of God and
is a confirmation of your decision to give Jesus Lordship in that area repented
of. Repentance is usually of a blanket type when using The Five Steps and
does not need to be specific (unless specific things are being given to Jesus or
The Holy Spirit calls specific things to your remembrance). It is the heart attitude that is important not the words.
It is necessary to forgive others or The Father in heaven cannot forgive your
sins and you do not go to heaven. If you keep bitterness, root of bitterness, anger or any other wrong attitudes in your heart you are in unforgiveness.
You may have to pray “Lord I forgive (name the person). Help me to forgive
them please”.
Remember to forgive yourself also as many people forget this and Satan can
use it against you.
Step 3. Command Satan in Jesus’ Name to leave the areas or things given to Jesus and
to go to The Throne of God and be judged and to take all he has done to you
with him.
It is a battle of kings, so you address the enemy king and tell him to leave control of the territory (in your soul) that has just been given to Jesus, otherwise he
will not go. That is why prayer alone is ineffective, as it still leaves the demons around since you have not commanded them to leave. As the area is delivered from the control of the kingdom of Satan all that is in there of Satan
(demons, illness caused by them) must go.
Jesus has the prerogative to heal illness when it is best for the purposes of His
Kingdom so if physical healing does not occur ask why and you may find it is
a timing issue (for the purposes of The kingdom) or more deliverance/repentance needs to be done.
Deliverance heals spiritually but physical healing is a separate gift which is
why it is mentioned else amongst the gifts of The Spirit. However, if an illness
is demonically based then Jesus may heal it when deliverance occurs.
Step 4. Command healing and restoration in Jesus’ Name and if necessary, the healing of the sound mind, the wounded spirit, the soul and the ‘heart of flesh’
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given to you by Jesus as well as any integration that is needed of the personality because areas of the mind and personality were previously or soul blocked
off and controlled or badly influenced by demons that have now been removed from these areas.
This removes damage demons have done to you.
Normally you just command healing and restoration in accordance with the
Will of God.
Step 5. Ask The Holy Spirit to fill you and to take the place of any demon(s) that
have left.
This replaces demons that left your soul (house) with The Holy Spirit. Our
spirit is filled by The Holy Spirit, so demons cannot get into it, and they complain about this bitterly. Our soul (house) is where demons live, so as they
leave, you need to replace them with The Holy Spirit. If you do not do this,
seven worse demons will replace them very quickly along with the original
demon and the person will be more worse off than before. I have seen it happen!

The Five Steps are all based on Worship
Step 1. We give these things to Jesus because He is worthy and can deal with them in
a worthy fashion. We love Him and thus worship Him by trusting Him with
the things we give him. We also declare He is Lord of all as we do this and
by this that He is greater than Satan.
Step 2. We repent (admit we have fallen short of His standards) and by this worship
Him showing that we consider His values more worthy to follow than our
own values and purposes and that we desire to live according to His standards.
Step 3. He is more worthy than Satan having defeated him by His sinless life as well
as His death at Calvary, so Satan must do what is commanded in the authority
of Jesus (as he and his demons are now ‘spoils of war’ and the prisoner of Jesus). By using the authority Jesus has delegated to us over Satan, we show
we consider Jesus to be more worthy of worship than Satan.
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Eph 4:8 Wherefore he saith, When he ascended up on high, he led captivity
captive, and gave gifts unto men.
Col 2:15 And having spoiled principalities and powers, he made a shew of
them openly, triumphing over them in it.
Step 4. Jesus is worthy to be worshiped as He has authority over the entire natural
world as well as the spiritual world so He can command healing of body, soul
and spirit. We use His authority delegated to us as an act of worship to Him
as we command these healings in His Name in accordance with His Will.
Step 5. We desire to be Like Jesus (as He is the most desirable person we know) and
as an act of worship ask for His Spirit to take the place of the enemy that has
been evicted from us so that His Spirit can guide us and mature us into the
image of Jesus and demons cannot come back into those areas.
The basis of what to cast out in the framework of the five steps is the area to be given
to The Lord for Him to be Lord of rather than fighting individual demons. For example, a person may have a problem with various areas of pornography. The person doe
not have to declare each area he has problems with but gives the whole area of pornography in his life to Jesus to deal with and be lord of. He will do a general repentance for the area of pornography in his life and not specific things unless told to by
The Holy Spirit.
When a demon enters they invites others in so that there may be many demons. If you
fight individual demons you need to remove them one at a time. If you give the area
to The Lord then they all have to go when cast out from that area after Jesus is made
Lord f it.
This is why you give areas, events, weaknesses, circumstances, agreements etc to The
Lord so everything in that area is dealt with at once. You do not need to ask for forgiveness of individual sins as they were forgiven at Calvary so a general repentance
only for the area is required. Such as:
Lord, I am sorry for all the things I did in this area (name the area) and will try
to not do them again. I make you Lord of this area again..
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Remember this can all be done in your heart so no one else knows but you, Satan
knows what you are repenting of in your heart and that is what is important. Only the
casting out commands need to be done and they can be whispered so only Jesus and
Satan hears them.
It may be necessary to examine types of sins to determine the root cause so you know
which area(s) to give to Jesus but usually it is not necessary to examine individual sins
of a person to determine what the area is that is to be given to Jesus.
Jesus knows all our sins so we do not need to confess them individually but just the
area of weakness they are in (James 5:16 says ‘faults’ not sin in the original). All Jesus asks is that we try not to sin in that area and if we do then we give it back to Him
to be Lord of using the framework of the five steps (unless it is an external attack in
which case we use the last three steps) and keep on trying not to sin.
Note
The five steps are not a litany or magic formula you recite by rote but are a framework
of five principles to use like a ladder. Each rung leads to the next rung and on each
rung you place what is appropriate to that rung, The first rung is the one that varies
according to the situation, and is based on giving the situation to Jesus to be Lord of.
The next four rungs really do not change as they really do not need to change to meet
the requirements of the situation being prayed about. The fourth rung (healing) may
change a little according to the situation so next is listed some guidelines as to what to
pray for when commanding healing.
What is usually commanded to be healed in Step fourth step is as follows:
Spirit: The wounded spirit healed
Mind: Memories, emotions, wrong habits, attitudes, reactions and the sound
mind restored
Soul: Any fragmentation, secret rooms removed or any other damage there
healed
The Soul, Spirit and body may need to be realigned at times, espe28

cially after long periods on pain killers or similar.
Heart: The broken heart healed and made whole restored
Personality: unified, integrated and made whole to counteract its fragmentation
from hidden nests of demons That have been removed.
Body: Healed of the ravages of demons on it that have now been evicted
Whatever The Holy Spirit says to heal.
Then step five the filling of the soul with Holy Spirit so demons cannot come back
into it is needed to seal it from new demonic habitation.
I discuss more the five steps in the Spiritual Warfare Primer.

A deliverance Primer
This document discusses few things not mentioned before and reviews a few things
discussed previously.
Deliverance is a form of spiritual warfare as is evangelism.
Evangelism attacks the kingdom of Satan and plunders people from it.
Deliverance removes the things of Satan from these people.
They go together. To evangelize without deliverance only does half the job.
Jesus only ever delivered people who called Him Lord which means only Christians
can go through deliverance. However He did do deliverance on the Gadarene so He
could be in His right mind to reject or accept Jesus as Lord.
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What is deliverance?
Deliverance is the ministry of removing the spiritual effects of Satan on a Christian.
Salvation removes you from the kingdom of Satan
Deliverance removes the spiritual effects of the kingdom of Satan from
you.
It is a Lordship decision which gives an area to Jesus to be Lord of so that it becomes
part of His Kingdom so that Satan has no right to stay and has to go when commanded
in Jesus’ Name to do so (James 4:7).
You must make certain you do not have a hindrance to it such as a sin you will not
repent of or unforgiveness of a person or lack of belief in deliverance or a lack of belief in the ability Jesus to delegate this authority to us.
The basic format for a deliverance prayer is as follows:
Give the area (not individual sins) to Jesus to be Lord of along with the causes,
results and everything else associated with it.
Make certain you do not have unforgiveness, not wanting to reconcile to another or a sin you do not want to give up.
In Jesus’ Name command Satan to leave the area given to Jesus and take with
him all he did to you
In Jesus’ Name command healing and restoration in accordance with the Will
of Jesus
Ask The Holy Spirit to fill you so the demons cannot come back in.
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While our spirit is filled with the presence of The Holy Spirit the soul is not and must
be given to Jesus to be Lord of.
Divine healing is a separate ministry which is why it is mentioned separately but at
times both may occur together.

What is the basis of deliverance?
The basis of deliverance is found in James 4:7
Jas 4:7 Submit yourselves therefore to God. Resist the devil, and he will flee
from you.
In other word give the area attacked to Jesus to be Lord of and part of His Kingdom
and tell Satan to depart. Sin is forgiven at Calvary so does not need to be confessed.
You just need to face that you have a weakness in that area.
It is the area of weakness you give to Jesus to be Lord of and not the individual sins.
This is why in the book of James Jesus said: (James 5:16)
Confess your faults (weaknesses) one to another, and pray one for another, that
ye may be healed. The effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth
much.
Sin is the result of the weakness which is why you need to deal with it and not the in
that is a result of the weakness.
This is the basis of deliverance – the giving of weakness to Jesus for Him to be Lord
of it then commanding Satan to leave that area as he can longer deal with these areas
as they now belong to Jesus and not you. He has to fight Jesus for them or have you
give him back lordship in these areas by doing what he suggests you do.
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Jesus knows your sins and they were forgiven at Calvary so you do not need to confess them again which is why we are told to admit our weaknesses and not our sins in
the book of James.
Guilt, shame and condemnation come from Satan and not God so need to be given to
Jesus to be Lord of using the five steps, The Holy Spirit does not do this. He convicts
you so and there is no shame, guilt or condemnation when He does this.
When you give an area to Jesus everything in that area is given rather than an individual problem. If you have problems with lust or pornography give it to Jesus along
with everything to do with your attitudes to sex and women as well as the expression
of your sexuality.
Satan has blinded people to this so that in normal deliverance sins are confessed and
individual demons cast out rather than all the demons in the area of weakness.
The Authority to do this ministry is found in Mark 16:17-18
Mar 16:17-18 And these signs shall follow them that believe; In My Name
shall they cast out devils; they shall speak with new tongues; They shall take
up serpents; and if they drink any deadly thing, it shall not hurt them; they shall
lay hands on the sick, and they shall recover.
The problems in modern bibles is that they imply this passage is not in the original
codices so that we do not have authority over Satan.
Why would God edit out of His Bible the only weapon we really have against Satan.
This alone cast doubts on the translations of modern bibles and this alone disqualifies
them for use in ministry. What else has Satan had removed from them. If you believe
scholars about 20% of the King James Bible has been removed in the new bibles.
There is also the problem that the codices used to translate modern bibles are forgeries
and that Mark 16:17-18 was originally in them but was taken out before they were
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published. This alone means that modern bibles are basically only good for starting
fires.

Who can do deliverance?
Any Christian who believes Jesus is Lord of and believes what He said in The King
James Bible about casting out demons.
You do not need to understand why it occurs but only believe Jesus will do this if
commanded in His Name with the right attitude toward what you are doing.
If you do not believe any part of that Bible (such as Gen 1-11 The Creation ion six
days, the fall, thew flood) you cannot do deliverance because you really cannot say
what else in The Bible is not correct and Mark 16:17-18, the delegation for us to be
able to do deliverance, may not be correct
Any sex or any age can do deliverance as long as they understand the delegation to do
it and how it is to be done.. Jesus made no qualifications except that He must be their
Lord, believe in His authority over Satan and to exercise it living a holy life He can
honour through enforcing His delegation..
If we had a part in the deliverance and not to just declare it then it would remove some
of Jesus’ Glory.
We are like heralds proclaiming the Will of The King all must obey.
What attitude is required for deliverance?
All must be done in God’s quality of Love for the person undergoing deliverance and
not for personal gain or recognition of any type. The gospel is free so should be free.
Deliverance is the expression of God’s Love toward a citizen of His Kingdom so must
reflect His Love when it is done.
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All shame, guilt and condemnation were removed at Calvary so deliverance should
never result in anyone being delivered feeling these emotions. The Holy Spirit convicts of sin and righteousness so these may occur during deliverance. If these emotions are felt then there is still a demon to deal with.
Do you need to know anything about a person to do deliverance?
If you do it the way Jesus showed me then you do not need to need to know their
name or anything about them. It is your role to help them have the right attitude towards deliverance, remove and hindrances and guide them in what to give to Jesus to
be delivered from.
This is because deliverance is between them and Jesus and the minister (helper) is
only there to guide and encourage them in the Lordship prayer they say that is used by
Jesus to deliver them. The person helping them may need to read the prayer to the
person seeking deliverance and say the casting out prayers and all the person seeking
deliverance has to do is agree in their heart with what is given to Jesus and the declarations against Satan.
The person never needs to say or admit anything except to help work out what areas
of weakness they have if necessary or listen to The Holy Spirit in case He tells them
something 0which has not been covered in the prayer.
Why do you need to know anything about the person seeking deliverance?
Deliverance is really between Jesus and the person seeking it. You cannot repent or
give things to Jesus on their behalf.
The deliverance helper is there only to encourage and guide them this prayer and is in
fact not needed as the person can pray the prayers by themselves. They do not need to
know anything about the person seeking deliverance, even their gender..
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In this prayer the person seeking deliverance gives to Jesus things they desire Him to
be Lord so that Satan has to fight Jesus for them and not you or the person praying.
This is why demons do not manifest.
Satan will try to hinder or stop the deliverance session and it is this you may need to
know more about spiritual warfare to defeat. After all deliverance is a form of spiritual warfare against Satan.

The use of The Name of Jesus
Joh 14:13 And whatsoever ye shall ask in my name, that will I do, that the Father may be glorified in the Son.
Joh 14:14 If ye shall ask any thing in my name, I will do it.
We can only ask or command in the Name of Jesus if we are certain it is His Will.
And then only if it is to bring Glory to Jesus and through this to The Father
If it does not bring them Glory then His delegation should not be used.
When we preach or minister Jesus we should not be seen. Only He should be seen as
well as how He affects the listeners as a result of the ministry or action.

The basis of the prayer
It is a Lordship prayer based on the person’s position in The Kingdom of God as a
citizen of it and as as a child of The Father. This means that only Christians can really
pray this prayer unless it is a person seeking to become a Christian and only then after
committing their life to Christ as their Lord.
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Whatever is given to Jesus to be Lord of Satan has to leave (James 4:7) so we give it
to Jesus to be Lord of then tell Satan to leave in Jesus’ Name and he has to go!
He is an enemy in the Kingdom of God and enemies are killed or removed and must
go when told too.
He also has to fight Jesus to get back what we gave Jesus to be Lord of and not us and
has to persuade us to give him back lordship of that area.

The part that changes
In the first step things are given to Jesus to be Lord of.
We are told in James 5:16 to confess our weaknesses and not our sins so areas of
weakness are given to Jesus to be Lord.
The causes, results and associated things that relate to that area are also given to Jesus
to be Lord of and do not need to be individually named as Jesus works in principles
and not legalistic rendition of actual things or sins. However The Holy Spirit may
point out an area of sin to be dealt with but normally not a sin.
As you give the area to Jesus you pray I also give all causes, results and anything associated with it to Jesus to be Lord of.
The Lordship prayer given previously in this book is an example of a deliverance
prayer. Usually the prayer is just giving one or two things to Jesus using the five steps
after the initial major deliverance prayer.

The Name of Jesus
Every day the Name of Jesus is used in spiritual warfare. No one gives a second
thought to the honour and privilege we have been given by this delegation.
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A King does not delegate His Authority lightly. But Jesus has delegated to us authority over Satan and all His works and this is for a purpose: namely to destroy the works
and plans of Satan.
A King does not delegate His Authority lightly so Jesus must think using this delegation is very important which means He must expect every Christian to be able to use it
against Satan and his works.
It is to be noted that t his is the only delegation we have been given so it must be important.
Every time it is used it must bring Glory to God and further His Kingdom or it is incorrectly used.
Jesus thought it must have been necessary for us to have this delegation to live the
Christian life by using it to destroy the works and plans of Satan and defend ourselves
against his attacks. So this means every Christian should know how to do use this delegation correctly and be using this delegated authority to fight Satan and destroy his
plans and works.
So a Christian not using this delegated Authority has missed the whole purpose of it
being given and really is at the mercy if Satan. You are fighting him and destroying
his plans and works or doing nothing and are at his mercy.

A Spiritual Warfare Primer
What is spiritual warfare?
Spiritual warfare is the fighting of the plans of Satan and removing his control over
things. It is fought in the supernatural realm but may have its effect in the natural
realm.
It has different expressions:
Fighting demons attacking you or something or someone else
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Freeing people from the kingdom of darkness (Evangelism)
Removing the effects of the kingdom of darkness on people (deliverance)
Destroying the plans and working of Satan.
Protecting th9ings or plans by preventing Satan attacking them.
By the very fact you live in enemy territory you are always facing the prospect of their
attacking you so that you should always be in a state of constant alert being ready to
attack the enemy (Satan and his demons) when they attack you.
Any negative thoughts, feelings or emotions come from Satan or are the result of a sin
desire and need to be dealt with.

What are the qualifications of a spiritual warfare fighter:
They must be a Christian whom has Jesus 100% as their Lord living a holy life
They must fully believe in The King James Bible so they can believe wholly in the
authority over Satan delegated to them by Jesus (modern bibles do not have this usually),
They must apply this authority (They must be willing to fight Satan and defend The
Kingdom and its people).
Jesus stated no other requirements so any person of any age or sex who meets the
three requirements can do spiritual warfare.
The delegation to cast out demons is not been given to us according to the modern
bible that implies this is not in the original codices which is why you must us the
King James Bible that still has this in. The delegation was in them but was written out
before publication and the lie that it was not in most early bibles was promoted.
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Young children can defeat Satan when attacked if taught how to do so as long as they
know what they are doing. Use the five steps to do this.
Who is required to attack Satan?
Every Christian is to learn how to fight Satan and defeat him and his plans (spiritual
warfare) as well as rescue people from his kingdom (evangelism) (Mark16:17-18,
Matt 28:18-20). If you do not know how to attack Satan or defend yourself from his
attack's you are at his mercy.
They must know how Satan attacks:
This is so that they can realise when there is an attack of Satan.
How does Satan attack?
Satan can only have you do something if you let him persuade you to do it. Satan
looks for weaknesses in you so when attacked you know you have a weakness in the
area of attack and may need deliverance in that area.
You must accept what Satan offers you before you will do what he desires you to do
and thus sin.
Satan attacks you by:
Placing wrong thoughts, imaginations and reasonings in your mind,
Wrong emotions and attitudes in your soul
Wrong feelings/sensations in your body.
Wrong desires in your spirit
Feeding you half-truths and errors about The Bible making you think they are
from you.
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He misquotes Bible verses to do this or half quotes them so the real truth in the
verse is not shown.
He also tries to have you become:
Argue
Angry
React
Reason out something
Assume things
Be indifferent to another’s needs (the opposite of Love is not hate but indifference).
Without checking the details and facts or what The Bible says about the situation.
This is so he can guide you in a situation through using wrong attitudes and habits he
has moulded in you. Any of the above occurring shows a need for deliverance.
He tries to:
Deceive you from the truth of a situation usng haf-truths or lies or
Distract you from what Jesus wants you to do often using things that are good
in themselves but are not what Jesus desires you to do for Him.
He has to persuade you to reject the Lordship of Jesus in an area so he can obtain authority over it. This is the only way he can obtain any authority over you.
The whole objective of Satan is t o have you accept his values so that you will destroy
the relationship you have with God. This is why holiness (the rejecting of all Satan
suggests to you either directly or indirectly through external things) is so important.
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Satan will try to tell you things are different to what they really are.
He has to make you accept his lies and misquotes of the truth so he can use you
for his purposes or hinder your being used by Jesus.
He tries to make you believe that you cannot resist or fight him successfully so
must give in to the wrong desire or attitude.
He has to convince you that something you have, you really do not have, or,
that something you really do not have, you have. If you are sane, he may suggest you have mental problems etc. He will often suggest the opposite of what
you are in the hope you believe him so he can then mould your thinking, attitudes and habits in the way he desires you too.
If you are saved he will throw thoughts into your mind that question your salvation to the extent you will wonder if you are saved.
If you have a God given ministry he will make you question that it is the correct one until you look elsewhere for the ministry he suggests you should have.
He places negative emotions on you like anger, lust and sensual pleasure to try
and get you to sin or to distract you from the self-control God desires you to
have so that you will sin because you desire the pleasures he suggests you more
than what God desires you to do.
He can place moods on you like fear, anxiety and depression so that you do not
have the joy of God and wonder what is wrong with you that you have these
things for no apparent reason.
He tries to get you to believe God does not Love you so that you will despair of
anything good ever happening to you and give up hope of God helping you.
This is why you must believe God is Love and works only for your good in all
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circumstances (Rom 8:28) even though we may not see the good in the situation at that moment.
He uses peer pressure from relatives, friends, authority and media
Remember, Satan does things sneakily and will try to raise doubt about things in you
especially God’s Love for you to have you start to questioning it.
If he can get you to accept his thoughts then he can then either use you or hinder your
walk with Jesus.
He has to have you think a certain way so he can use it for his purposes and uses all he
can to make you think this way.
This is why when you have anything negative in your mind or body you are to cast it
out in Jesus’ Name to The Throne of Judgment as Satan is behind it because God only
gives us that which helps us live correctly. Otherwise Satan may obtain a foothold in
you on which to build a stronghold in you he can use against you and God.
A stronghold is a set of attitudes Satan has trained you to accept as normal. The truths
of The Bible and deliverance removes them from you.
Joh 8:32 And you will know the truth, and the truth will set you free.
What Satan suggests will give you a lack of peace. The Holy Spirit convicts and does
not cause shame, fear, doubt, condemnation or guilty feelings so these need to be attacked when they occur.
Remember that, because they are placed by Satan in your mind, all strongholds are
mental and need new ways of thinking to remove them which is where the truth of a
situation will set you free from a mental stronghold of Satan.
If you do not accept Satan’s thoughts, he cannot succeed in causing you to sin.
So the best defence is to command the thoughts, feelings, sensations etc, to go to The
Throne of Judgment in Jesus’ Name along with all they did to you and ask The Holy
Spirit to take their place.
The Five Steps help in this as they ensure there is nothing in you in the area of your
life that Satan is trying to use.
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You must know how to fight Satan‘s attacks
You need to know how and when Satan is attacking so that you will realise you are
being attacked and can deal with it. Satan will try to destroy you or make you unable
to be used by Jesus. So you need to know how to fight him. One way he attacks is to
make you so busy with earthly things that you do not have time for the things of God.;
Defeating attacks of Satan
The first way to deal with an attack of Satan is to just resist it. You will not sin if you
reject all Satan asks you to do. He has to have you accept in your heart what he is
suggesting you to do before you will sin.
Ignoring or Resisting the Attack
When Satan attacks you, you can ignore him and you will not sin. But the battle will
not end as the demon will not go away but keeps attacking you.
This is why it is better to remove the attacking demon rather than just ignoring or rejecting what they say. This is because when the demons are removed the attack ceases
until another demon comes to tempt you. And as the area of attack has been given to
Jesus to be Lord of the new demon will have a much harder time attacking you in that
area.
This is why it is preferable to use the five steps to remove the attacking demon and not
just to resist or ignore the demon.
You also should punish the demons in the way The Holy Spirit tells you too because
the demon has attacked a child of The Father.
It lso helps to command in Jesus’ Name that any demons replacing any cast out are to
go to Jesus and be punished in the same way the demons they replace are being punished.
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The Five steps are used when Satan is attacking you personally or things you are
steward of (your God-given area of authority) so that you:
Remove the demon and the spiritual damage Satan caused to you (Deliverance)
or anything you are steward of
Fight the temptations of Satan
Deal with weaknesses and fears in your life that lead to sin
To protect current or future activities by stopping Satan from attacking or using
them (steps 1,3,5)
Remember that the five steps are used to remove demons and do any deliverance necessary in areas you are steward of while the Name of Jesus is used for spiritual warfare for others and healing any damage Satan caused. They can also be used to protect
what you are doing or are going to do for Jesus.
Remember also that Satan cannot make you do anything you do not agree to do.
He has to deceive you into agreeing with what he wants you to do.
So the first line of defence is to reject what he offers.
Then to use the five steps in case it is an area you need deliverance in.
If you know you do not need deliverance in an area then use steps1, 3 and 5.
If it is in respect of an area you are not steward of (such as other people or
events then name the area or thing you are attacking use steps 3-5 of the five
steps.
Most demons have names that are foreign to us so it would be nearly impossible to
cast them out by their names. As long as we can identify them by their area of activity
toward you then you can cast them in Jesus’ Name to The Throne of Judgement to be
judged. This is because their names often describe their activity.
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If you are attacked in an area often or have a weakness you are having trouble overcoming then you probably do have a need for deliverance in that area.
Remember that any emotion, sensation, though, attitude or feeling that is negative is
not from God but is a suggestion from a demon playing on attitudes, memories, hurts
or weaknesses in these areas in you.
God never tempts you but has to allow Satan too if Satan has a right to attack you but
even then God limits the attack (1Cor 13:10) and if correctly dealt with God uses it to
mature your more as a Christian.
Satan only has a right to oppress you if you accept what he suggests you do.
Whenever I have any wrong thought, image, sensation, feeling or emotion, anything
against The Kingdom of God, I command the demons behind it, in Jesus’ Name, to
leave and go to The Throne of Judgement to be dealt with, and ask The Holy Spirit to
replace them. I preferably use the five steps to do so in case I need any deliverance.
Things you are not steward of
To remove Satan from others or objects Name what you are removing or attacking
then use steps 3-5 of the five steps.
Sometimes you can only bind demons until the person is willing to do what is necessary to be free.
You can bind demons and hinder their plans anywhere in the world and newspapers
are a good source to see what to do to hinder the work of Satan.
In the case of non-Christians you should not cast their demons out but bind their activity towards the non-Christian and punish them for doing it.
I deal with this later.
In summary regarding areas you are steward of:
If the thought is from God, you obey it.
If the thought is from you, ensure it is given to God or is dealt with as He tells you to.
There may also be a need for deliverance in an area.
If the thought is from Satan then do what you need to do to cast Him in Jesus’ Name
to The Throne of Judgement to be dealt with, preferably using the five steps. If deliverance is not needed then use steps one, three to five of the five steps.
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The key is to take the thought, emotion, feeling or sensation captive to Jesus (2 Cor
10:5). In other words the demon placing the thought in your mind, sensation, feeling
or emotion on you is cast out in Jesus’ Name, to The Throne of Judgement to be dealt
with because he cannot cause you to sin because you have given it to Jesus to be Lord
of.
Just resisting the thought does little to remove the temptation as the demon is always
there waiting to attack you in that area. It is capturing the source of it (the demon) and
evicting it that removes the temptation.
We are at war
Because you are bporn in enemy territory you are at was because the enemy always
seeks to attack and capture you so you are either fighting this war or are a victim of it.
There is no in between. You are either on one side or on the other, even only by not
doing anything to hinder Satan.
Every Christian is involved in this war by virtue of just being a Christian so needs to
know how to defend themselves and attack Satan in this war.
Components of Sin
Sin has two components :
A lack of Love or indifference to someone (God or a person)
Bad stewardship of something or someone.
So if you are sensing either of these two things be careful as you may be on the verge
of sinning.
Remember as it is a war you are expected to fight it and not pray to Jesus to do it for
you. He gave you the delegation over Satan to use so why would He do something for
you when He has asked you to do it.
As it is a war the victory is only obtained when you endure until it is over. In otherwords fight or go under.
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What to pray for non-Christians
You do not cast a demon out of a non-Christian for two reasons:
The Person belongs to Satan's kingdom so the demon has a right to be there
The person has not told the demon to go because they no longer want them (James
4:7 principle).
Also seven worse demons and the original one reenter as the soul (house) is clean and
nothing has replaced them in it. I have ween this happen and had to live with the consequence of this in another Christian.
There are two strands to attacking demons in a non-Christian:
The demons blinding the people to their need of Jesus and What He has done
for them and stopping them understanding the Gospel.
The demons causing them to do things that are against the laws of The Kingdom of God.
While you cannot remove them from the person you punish them for attacking the
person because the person is a child of The Father. They hae a right to stay there and
act on the person but not to turn them away from the things of God.
So in the morning first thing command:
In Jesus ‘ Name I command for the next 24 hours the following:
In Jesus’ Name I command every demon that:
Stops a person (name them) hearing abut their need for Jesus and/or
understanding what He has done for them or
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Causes the person (Name them) to do anything against the laws of The
Kingdom of God
to be punished (ask Jesus for the punishment to give to the demon and those replacing them).
In Jesus’ Name I command any demon helping them or replacing them or coming in to help are to suffer the same punishment as the demon cast out .
I also command any demons outside them or in other people helping these punished demons also to be punished in the same way that these demons are punished who are in the person.
I ask you Holy Spirit to fill their soul where you can so that demons cannot
come back in,
In Jesus’ Name I command that if any demons caught by these command still
attack then their punishment each time is to be doubled.
Thank you Father, Lord Jesus, Holy Spirit
Amen.
During the day when you notice demonic activity in them non-Christian command
everything in Italics above. The 24 hour part is not needed.
You need to know the Gospel to be able to explain it to them and you will find it here:
http://nevillesalvetti.com/WYNJ.html
and a different approach to explaining it here
http://nevillesalvetti.com/simplegsopel.html
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When they become Christians then you need to have them pray the deliverance prayer
http://nevillesalvetti.com/delprayer.pdf
And the follow up advice should be given to them
http://nevillesalvetti.com/delafter.pdf
You need to teach them spiritual warfare as well as learn it yourself:
http://nevillesalvetti.com/spiritualwarfareprimer.html
They need to learn how to hear The Holy Spirit
http://nevillesalvetti.com/Spirit%20Hearing.html
After that then ask The Holy Spirit what to do or ask some youknow hears Him correctly..
You can always email me for help.
Neville Salvetti
salvettina@bigpond.com

Introduction to the basics of The Christian Life
To live the Christian life properly you need to know
Who God is
Who Jesus is
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What God has done for them through Jesus
Their role in these things.
Your relationship to The Father, Him and the Holy Spirit and t heir requirements of you.

Your concept of God
Your concept of God will determine the degree of your obedience as will the objectives you have for your life.
Salvation is a relationship and most people do not think about this and this shows in
their Christian life.
They also do not see God as the person they will stand before and have their life
judged so that they stand on the border of heaven and hell with their fate in the hands
of God who is examining their life to see if it is has met His requirements.
Perhaps our lives would be different if we considered this and the status of our relationship with God more often.
You are redundant
God is complete in Himself and does not need you for anything. So why did He make
you. He did not need too.
He made you for all the good things He could do for you because of His Love for you
as a result of the relationship He desired to have with you. This Love is behind everything He does for you and is the reason we have a Gospel.
God did not need to do what was necessary for us to be able to relate to Him but did
so.
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This is the essence of The Gospel. That God loved us so much that in spite of our
rebellion and rejection of Him He died for us so we could once again have the perfect
relationship mankind had with Him in the beginning.
A Basic Gospel
The Gospel must be explained from a Kingdom perspective or it loses its foundation.
God is complete in himself, He does not need you.
He made mankind so they could relate to him and live with Him in the perfect
environment He made for them
This is why the Bible begins and ends with man in a perfect relationship with
God and in a perfect place to live in.
Man rebelled against God and rebellion against God is rebellion against a King
and the punishment for Rebellion against a King is death.
Man was thrown out of the garden into the earth the only other place he could go.
He lost his relationship with God and was going to die because he lost the perfect
body He originally had.
God saw that man could not meet the requirements for the restoration of the relationship they had had with God. It was an infinite offence Because it was against
an infinite God and required an infinite payment which only God could do.
Every time they desired to approach God people had to sacrifice an animal which
died in their place.
God realised He was the only one who could die and meet the requirements of the
necessary sacrifice of life God had made for people to approach Him because He
alone was infinite and was able to make the infinite sacrifice required.
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So Jesus came to earth as a person so that He could teach us what God required of
us then died to pay the penalty required By God for us to be able to approach The
Father at the throne of Judgment.
Because of the sacrifice of Jesus removing every obstacle that prevented us approaching God we can now approach God whenever we want to or need to. It also
means that, if we live the life God requires of us too, when we die we will go to
heaven and live in the perfect environment God has made for us so it will be like it
was in the beginning when mankind walked with God in a close, personal relationship in the perfect environment prepared for them by God.
The two relationships in John 17:3
Joh 17:3 (ISV) And this is eternal life: to know you, the only true God,
and the one whom you sent—Jesus the Messiah.
The word ‘know’ does not mean just knowledge of but means an intimate knowledge
of.
There are two relationships in the Christian life:
With Jesus as Lord of The earth of the universe
With The Father as His adopted child which means Jesus is your spiritual step
brother and every other Christian is step brother or sister.
The Holy Spirit is our guide to carry out these relationships correctly (Jn 1:3).
Service to Jesus should be out of Love for your spiritual step brother because of the
relationship you have with Him as an adopted spiritual child of The Father guided by
he Holy Spirit and not because of fear of hell.
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So we serve Jesus out of Love for Him and not fear of punishment and so promote His
Will in all we do. The Christian life then becomes an expression of the love relationship we have with Jesus and The Father, guided by The Holy Spirit..

The Salvation Relationship
The salvation relationship is not a master/servant one like demons have or
King/Citizen of God has, but one of a child to their Father, because He has adopted us.
Because of this adoption you automatically become a citizen of The Kingdom of God.
It is a love relationship and all that properly occurs in the relationship is based on love.
So it is not primarily a role as a citizen of The kingdom of God but as a member of
God’s Family.
So what are the parts of a relationship?
Primarily it results in spending time with them, doing things with them and for thembecause you love them and enjoy their company:
You spend time with them and share what is on your heart with them
You serve each other out of love and not because you have too
You encourage each other and help each other
You express your love for them in all you do with and for them.
There is an intimacy and according to the degree of the relationship will be it
depth
When you are with them you are happy and even joyful at times
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You pray for each other and with each other.
On earth (the physical realm) its deepest expression is in marriage. In the spiritual
realm the deepest expression is in our relationship with God as part of His family.
The promise of God’s provision in Matt 6:33 is a result of our desire to serve God out
of love for Him and not because we are ministering as a citizen of His Kingdom. We
minister as a citizen of His Kingdom because we love Him not because we have too.
We minister for the purposes of His Family (which we belong too) of which His
Kingdom is a part of this.
Everything we do in our Christian life should reflect our Love for Him and His family.
Our obedience and service is a result of our love for The Father and Jesus and not because we have to serve them.
This is why you need to ask The Father what His Will is when it is not clear in The
Bible so you know how to serve Him and The Kingdom of God and promote this family enterprise.”
Eternal life Relationships
In John 17:3 we are told that eternal life is a relationship with Jesus and The Father.
Why is the Holy Spirit not mentioned? There is nothing left to rule but hell and that
belongs to Satan so He has been given care of the true church on earth which is why it
is so important to be able to hear His advice.
The relationship with Jesus as your Lord occurs when you are saved and become a
citizen of The Kingdom of God. When you are redeemed you are able to enter heaven
and enter into a relationship with Your Father in heaven. This happens when you are
saved by accepting Jesus as your Lord. and Jesus becomes your spiritual step brother
because you belong to The Father’s Family.
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Rom 8:15 For ye have not received the spirit of bondage again to fear; but ye
have received the Spirit of adoption, whereby we cry, Abba, Father.
As Salvation and redemption occur at the same time these two relationships are entered into at the same time. This is why there are two relationships to eternal life.
There are two sets of obedience to obey – citizen of The Kingdom of God and an
adopted child of The Father – so there are two different relationships to develop.
The part of The Holy Spirit is to be a guide to people to be able to live as these relationships require. This is why you must be led (guided) by The Holy Spirit in all you
do.
The world around you is ruled by Satan and its purpose is to lead you away from these
relationships with God so The Holy Spirit has been given to guide you to avoid the
snares the world (Satan’s world system) places in front of you.
These relationships are necessary because The Christian life is an expression of these
relationships being correctly observed and expressed in your life. The Holy Spirit is
the counselor God has given to us to guide us and you ignore a wise counselor to your
hurt.
So you need to learn how to carry out these three relationships which is not taught by
the church because Satan has subtly guided preaching so that they do not teach:
How to live as a citizen of The Kingdom of God
How to live as an adopted child of The Father
How to clearly hear The Holy Spirit and be guided by Him as you go through
your daily life.
Learning these things should be a priority in your daily life if you desire to go to heaven.
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The Father proides every good thing we have and has His angels help you
The Lord Jesus governs and protects you and what He has made you steward of
and has given you His delegated authority so you can overcome the temptations
of Satan and defeat him and his plans to destroy or have you misuse what Jesus
has made you steward of.
The Holy Spirit teaches, guides and empowers you to live The Christian life in
the way God desires you to live it and uses the life He has given you on earth to
prepare you for heaven.
It is important to learn how to live these relationships if you desire to correctly relate
to each member of the Trinity.
How do you relate to God?
You relate to God like you would relate to any normal person.
You spend time with them and communicate your deepest feelings to Him
You serve them and help them
The more intimate the relationship with them the more you reveal of yourself to
them.
This is why you need to talk and listen to Jesus, The Father and The Holy Spirit as you
go through the day and share your joy and problems with them and show your thankfulness to them for all they do for you.
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God’s Amazing Love
God is complete in Himself and does not need us.
We are irrelevant to His needs.
He did not need to make or give us life. But He did
He did not need to place us in a perfect environment but He did
He did not need to have a relationship with us but He did
When man rebelled He had every right to destroy mankind. But He did not
He did not need to meet man’s requirements for restoration to the relationship
man originally had with God. But He did.
He did not need to be born on earth so He could teach us what was required of
us. But He did.
He did not need to die in our place to meet God;s requirement for restoration.
But He did.
He did not need to delegate Authority to us so we could stand against His enemy. But He did
He does not need to provide for our needs on earth and protect us. But He does.
He did not need to give us The Holy Spirit to help us live and serve Him as He
requires us to do. But He did.
He does not need to provide a heavenly place for us to live in after death. But
He does.
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He does not need to have a relationship with us in this place . But He desires it.
He does not need to give us eternal life there and meet all our needs there. But
He does.
He does not need to Love us as He does. But he does because He place such a
high value on the relationship He has with you.
He does not need to do these things but He does.
How can you now doubt our Love for you
Jesus

Core Attitudes of the Christian life
Faith
Lordship
Holiness
Stewardship
God’s Quality of Love
These are the foundational areas of the Christian life on which all else is an expression
of.
Through faith we believe in whom God is and our relationship to Him
This results in a Lordship decision
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We practice holiness to maintain this Lordship relationship
We are good stewards of what our King asks us to look after for Him as an expression of our Lordship relationship.
Love is the basis of all we do and it is because we love our King we obey Him and do
His will. We serve Jesus not just because He is our Lord but primarily out of love for
Him as our spiritual step brother. Love is the ultimate expression of our relationship
with Him and indeed our life is an expression of our attitude to this love relationship.
Faith
Faith is the foundational attitude
Without faith none of the other attitudes will occur
You must trust completely in The Bible about who God is and what He has done and
said
(Rom 10:17)
Must be a complete trust in your relationship with God and His Love and stewardship
of you
(My book on faith can bd found at http://nevillesalvetti.com/lovefaith.pdf)
Lordship
You make Him Lord because of who He is and what He has done for you and what
you believe He will do for you
If your focus is on Him and his things they will not be on Satan and his things and
Satan will not successfully persuade you rebel against God (sin)
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Jesus is Lord so what He says to do must be done or you have become your own God
Obedience is out of Love for what He has done for you and because He is also family,
your spiritual step brother
Holiness
Holiness is an attitude that rejects all Satan throws at a person either in direct temptation or through the people or environment Satan has placed around them
The person's focus is solely on Jesus and His Will for them
Holiness results from complete obedience to the Will of God for you
It is an expression of trust in all that God asks you to do
(My book on Holiness is found at http://nevillesalvetti.com/holiness.pdf)

Stewardship
God is steward of all and is our example of stewardship -He maintains a whole universe properly
If we Love God we will care for His things
We will care for His Kingdom and its people – helping and defending these things
It is required of stewards that they are faithful to their calling (Behind every sin is a
lack of love (or indifference to a need) and wrong stewardship)
(My book on Stewardship is found at http://nevillesalvetti.com/stewardship.pdf))
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Love
God is Love
It expresses His character in us as we express it to others
By expressing His character we worship Him
Love does not do for another what it should be doing for themselves
(See my book on faith)
Obedience
This should be a natural expression of our Love for God and not legalistic obedience
because you are afraid of His judgment.
It worship of Him by showing He is worthy to be obeyed
Obeying Him always results in what is best for you (we must believe Romans 8:28)
It results in rewards in heaven because God appreciates our obedience – and not because we deserve it having done only what we are required to do for Him as His servant
Worship
You worship someone because you believe they are worthy of your worship
If you believe God is who He says He is in The Bible you will worship Him
It is an act of Love and appreciation for whom they are and not legalism
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If it is forced it is not an act of worship but of compulsion out of fear of what happens
if you do not worship and love has no part in it
Thanksgiving
Thanksgiving is a natural appreciation of love for and of a person who has helped you
in some way
If it is forced it is not thanksgiving but compulsion and love has no part in it
It should be a natural expression of appreciation of all God has done for you.
If we believe God is behind all the good that we are given, that happens or He allows
to happen then we will always be thanking Him for what ever happens – good or bad

Lordshhip
LORD, n.
1. A master; a person possessing supreme power and authority; a ruler; a governor.
7. In scripture, the Supreme Being; Jehovah. When Lord, in the Old Testament, is
prints in capitals, it is the translation of JEHOVAH, and so might, with more propriety, be rendered. The word is applied to Christ, Psa 110. Col 3. and to the Holy
Spirit, 2 Th 3. As a title of respect, it is applied to kings, Gen 40. 2 Sam 19. to
princes and nobles, Gen 42. Dan 4. to a husband, Gen 18. to a prophet, 1 Ki 18. 2
Ki 2. and to a respectable person, Gen 24. Christ is called the Lord of glory, 1 Cor
2. and Lord of lords, Rev 19.
LORD, v.i. To domineer; to rule with arbitrary or despotic sway; sometimes followed
by over, and sometimes by it, in the manner of a transitive verb.
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The King determines everything in His kingdom and people must obey or it is rebellion and thus treason. So it is important to know your relationship and responsibilities
to your King, Jesus!
The Covenant Relationship
When we accept Christ as our Savior, we enter into a covenant relationship with God
and the body of Christ.
The thing about a covenant is this: Covenants require two parties and a covenant assumes that both parties will assume and carry out the responsibilities that make that
covenant valid.
If one party ceases to carry out their part of the covenant, it makes the covenant unstable and annuls it.
Our primary responsibility is to carry out our side of this covenant relationship which
means we need to know what our responsibilities are under this relationship.
It also requires a change of heart and a new spirit so that He can be our God and we
can carry out our side of the covenant!
The Natural man cannot relate to God in the way he needs too until He follows Jesus
as His Lord and has The Holy Spirit in Him to guide Him in this.
So we need to look at what God requires us to do!
The basic command is to love him and others with the same quality of love with
which He loves us. All else flows from this attitude. The basic attitude is faith and
acceptance of whom He says He is and then to love as He requires us too.
A sign of our love for Him is to keep His commandments.
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So He stated the following as His lasts requirements of us:
Before He ascended Jesus gave the following commands to His Disciples and not just
to His apostles:
The first command was for His followers to go into the world (Satan’s system and
kingdom on earth) and tell people the good news of what He had done for them.
Mar 16:15 And he said to them, "Go to the entire world and preach my
Good News in all creation."
Those who would knowingly identify with Him would be publicly baptised to show
this.
Mar 16:16 Whoever believes and is baptised has life, and whoever does
not believe is condemned.
They would demonstrate the Authority of The Kingdom to show it, Jesus, Satan and
his kingdom of hell were real.
They would speak in languages that was foreign to them (we call tongues). The only
example of this in The Bible is Peter speaking in his own language and being understood by those around them who did not speak his language. What passes as tongues
these days does not have an example in The Bible.
Mar 16:17 But these signs will accompany these who believe: in my
name they will cast out demons, and they will speak in new languages.
They would be protected from harm by Jesus and this would be a further demonstration that He and His Kingdom were real and that they were His servants. They would
further demonstrate The Kingdom and Jesus being real through their being used by
Him to heal sick people who would not otherwise have been healed by the medicine
they had at that time or today.
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Mar 16:18 And they will take up snakes, and if they should drink lethal
poison, it will not harm them, and they will place their hands on the sick
and they will be healed.
Modern Bibles do not have these verses in them or imply they were not in the original.
This is a lie as it was in both codices but were removed before these Greek texts were
released to the public.
Telling of what Jesus has done for them (evangelism) is warfare as it
fights the lies of Satan.
Casting out demons in the delegated Authority Jesus has given you is
spiritual warfare.
Preaching The Kingdom and Who Jesus is and being understood by others who do not know your language (tongues) is warfare as it fights the
lies of the enemy and demonstrates Jesus and His Kingdom are real.
His supernatural protection would be seen in those who did these things once again
demonstrating that He and The Kingdom are real.
It can be seen that these activities of a Christian are designed to demonstrate that Jesus. His Kingdom and Satan and his demons are real.
Unless you do these things you are not a follower of Jesus unless you are learning to
do them, resting from the battle or teaching them in some way.
So are doing these things when Jesus commands you to do them or are you not doing
of them and not demonstrating that He and His Kingdom are real?
Each second of the day you are in spiritual warfare.
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When you obey Jesus and resist the temptations Satan places on you,
you are defending the Lordship of Jesus in your life and His Kingdom
values.
When you go out and evangelise and fight Satan you are expanding the
Kingdom and His influence.
As you do these things you are developing the personal salvation relationship you
have with Jesus and The Father,
It is all based on Love for Jesus. He said:
Joh 14:15 If ye love me, keep my commandments.
Serving Jesus is not done out of legalism – in otherwords He is Lord obey Him or be
punished- but out of love for your spiritual step brother so that you desire to help Him
in His maintaining His Kingdom and doing its work which is also the work of Your
Father in heaven whom you also love!
How to present Jesus - These are important.
There various other methods to present the Gospel to people:
Tracts, adds or letterbox drops can reach people you do not meet.
Evangelism – gospel presentation to the masses
Personal gospel presentation
Witness by Life – telling others what God is doing in your life and has
done in your life
You must be a good steward of your evangelistic responsibilities.
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He also said to be holy and to give the government what is required by you if it does
not contravene His commands.
So it is important to know what God requires of you.
Obedience to Jesus is a result of our love for Him and the Christian life is the expression of our love relationship we have with Jesus and The Father guided by The Holy
Spirit.
At the moment we need the attitudes of faith, hope and love: Faith in God, Who He is,
what He has done and what He has promised to do for us.
Hope in the promises He has given t us
Love to Him and all to show we are a child of The Father.
In heaven faith and hope are fulfilled so that only love is left. This shows the importance of learning to love as Jesus loves which will not be easy as it means denying
self and fighting the demons that try and stop you expressing God’s Quality of Love to
others.
The degree and quality of your love for Jesus will determine how much He is your
Lord and the degree to which you will obey Him. Only if He is Lord of all your life
will you go to heaven.
He expects you to give to Him all you knowyou have so to not deliberately give Him
and area of your life will mean He is not your Lord and you will go to hell when you
die.
Worship by Life
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As you seek to be holy in all you do your attitude is one of unwavering obedience to
the Lordship of Jesus. This is an act of worship as by this altitude you are declaring
He is worthy to be obeyed.
Accordingly, a life of holiness is a life of continual worship to Jesus and by this is
also a life that brings continual Glory to God by demonstrating He is to be praised and
worshiped because of who He is and because of the works He does through your obedience and holiness to Him.
What is Evangelism
Unless you have a basic understanding of what the Gospel is and how God works in
the life of a Christian you will have no basis to do any evangelism as you will not understand what you are presenting to the other person.
One of the greatest selling points of evangelism is how God has changed your life so
you need to be able to tell people of this which means you need to look at your life
and see what God has done with it which you would not have been able to do yourself
Evangelism is:
Telling others God desires a relationship with them
Telling them what Jesus did to make it possible
Telling them how to obtain it
Telling them how to maintain it
Telling them what happens after death
Telling how it is worth the struggle because of the alternative to heaven after
death
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Living it so people see it is worth having.
One of the main reasons God created people was for them to have a relationship with
Him and for all the good things He would do for them. So evangelism is a core part of
the Christian life otherwise you do not value the relationship God created people for
which will affect how you relate to Him and you will not value it sufficiently to go out
and tell others about it.
This is why God said you should always be ready to tell people of the hope you have
in you so they can have the same relationship with Him that He has with you.
Beside what hypocrisy is it if you are going to heaven and do not tell others that they
can go there also.
If you are not able to do these things then you are missing one of the purposes God
Gave birth to you on this earth because the purpose of evangelism is to restore people
to the relationship God originally had with mankind in The Garden.
If you love people in the way The Father Loves them then one of the main purposes of
your life will be to tell people that:
God desires relationship with them
He died at Calvary to make it possible
Tell them how to enter this relationship
He help them on a personal basis to maintain this relationship.
You are only required to do this when God tells you too but you should always be
ready to do tell this when God makes the opportunity occurs to do so .
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Meanwhile you should live a life that shows this relationship is worth having and that
God is a personal God who can relate to them on a personal basis.
If you do not have on your heart the desire for people to avoid hell and know Jesus
intimately then where is the Love of God in you?
What will you say to Jesus when He asks you why you did not tell people about Him
when He gave you a chance too, even if it was only by what He was doing for you at
that time.

Communion needs to be correctly celebrated
After all you are gathered in His Name so that He is there in your presence.
There are four cups in the Passover ceremony. The last two are the ‘cup of redemption’ and the ‘cup of completion’. Jesus did not drink the fourth cup because His work
of redemption was not complete but the apostles drank it.
The fourth cup is drunk at communion celebrations to remind us we are redeemed (it
is a finished work) and to be thankful to Jesus for that.
Calvary is not about salvation but about redemption. The early church was taught to
give thanks to God for what Jesus did a Calvary and not focus on His sufferings.
They were taught by The Apostles to pray (I quote the Didache):
CHAPTER 9 : Eucharistic consecration 9:1 Now regarding the eucharist, give thanks
in this way :
9:2 First concerning the cup :
"We thank You, our Father,
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for the holy vine of David Your servant,
which You made known to us through Jesus Your servant.
To You belongs the glory for ever."
9:3 And concerning the broken bread:
We thank You, our Father,
for the life and knowledge which You made
known to us through Jesus Your servant.
To You belongs the glory for ever."
9:4 As this broken bread was scattered over the mountains, and was brought together
to become one, so let Your church be gathered together from the ends of the earth into
Your Kingdom, for the glory and the power are Yours through Jesus Christ forever.
Notice there was a payer for unity amongst all believes Jesus thought it was so important yet denominations destroy this unity. This is why any work by The Body of
Christhas to be non-denominational in character.
Heaven is a reward not an objective
Each day God gives us things to do. These are His objectives for which we are to
wholeheartedly do if we desire to get to heaven.
It is t he wholehearted trying to do these objectives that earns us the reward of heaven
and no whether or not we succeed in doing them.
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God looks at our heart (the reasons and attitudes for our obeying Him) and not our
results.
It is Lordship correctly exercised that enables us to meet these objectives.
Conclusion
2 Tim 2:2 - God’s method of spreading the faith
2Ti 2:2 And the things that thou hast heard of me among many witnesses, the
same commit thou to faithful men, who shall be able to teach others also.
Unless you disciple others or are discipled and not just taught then your faith will not
be as it should be.
Proper discipling wi.l teach you how to personally relate to Gd and show how.every
aspect The Christian life relates to this relationship.
The Christian life is the expression of the love relationship you have with Jesus and
The Father. If you do not have this love relationship then examine your life as it is not
as God desires it to be.

Hearing The Holy Spirit
People say that their objective is to get to heaven. Heaven is a reward and not something we can make occur except by doing all that Jesus asks us to do on earth or at
least wholeheartedly trying to do it.
To live this way requires you to be able to hear The Holy Spirit. This is not taught in
churches so I intend to give some advice on this in this chapter.
Consider the following two verses:
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Rom_8:14 For as many as are led by the Spirit of God, they are the sons of God.
Joh 16:13 Yet when the Spirit of Truth comes, he will guide you into all truth. He
will not speak on his own accord, but will speak whatever he hears and will declare to you the things that are to come.
We need to be guided by The Holy Spirit who has been given to us to do this.
But we must desire to be guided and taught by Him.
Joh 7:17 If anyone wants to do his will, he will know whether this teaching is from
God or whether I am speaking on my own.
This is not taught in churches so w hat follows is designed to help you know what God
is saying to you through The Holy Spirit.
How to Hear he Holy Spirit
It is important to be able to hear The Holy Spirit clearly as He is your guide to live as
Jesus desires you to live and to fight Satan in the way Jesus desires you to fight Satan.
Remember that to be an adopted child of The Father you need to be guided by The
Holy Spirit (Rom 8:14).

Preparatory Prayer
Lord, I want to hear The Holy Spirit correctly so I can do Your Will and be guided to
be your follower and live as your adopted son/daughter of The Father. I give this desire to you and am sorry for anything I have done wrong in this area or associated
areas of hearing The Holy Spirit.
In Jesus' Name I command any demons that are blocking me from hearing and understanding the truths and guidance that The Father, Jesus and The Holy Spirit desires
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me to hear and understand to go immediately in Jesus' Name to The Throne of Judgment to be dealt with by Jesus and take with them all they have done tome..
I ask You, Holy Spirit, to take their place and fill my soul so they cannot come back in.

How You Hear Him
Unless The Holy Spirit or Satan actually appear to you, they can only talk to you in
your mind. When they are communicating with you it is as if they are your own
thoughts or that you are talking to yourself. People often mistake this for a disorder as
if there are apparently two personalities in them when demons are speaking audibly in
their mind. Also, when The Holy Spirit is speaking, they usually think it is their own
thoughts. So you need to know who is interacting with you.
Satan and The Holy Spirit communicate through: thoughts, dreams, day dreams, emotions, sensations, feelings etc.
If it is not your thoughts, or one of the other communicating methods, then it is either
The Holy Spirit or Satan placing them there. You can actually hold a conversation
with the Holy Spirit or the demons representing Satan and ask them questions and
they will answer. Only answers from The Holy Spirit are 100% truthful. Demons will
answer in a way that furthers their purposes for you and at times will be the truth.
You will need to silence your mind. You may have trouble hearing Him (The Holy
Spirit) especially if you are in a place full of distractions or in a place where Satan
rules. Remember, The Holy Spirit, has a still, small (quiet) voice.
He will place an impression, picture, or thought in your mind, give you an emotion or
feeling, or even speak to you in an audible voice. You will know it is from Him as it
will not cause you to fear. He may speak in other ways than these, but these are the
normal ways. You may feel a check in your spirit which is a 'No'. If He does not reply
it is also a 'No', so you ask Him the reason why He said 'No' as He may tell you and
you may find out more by this than by the answer you wanted.
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If He gives you an answer it will line up with The Bible, and you will have peace in
your heart over it. Remember, God will not contradict His Bible.
Satan will try to cause you doubt about what you are hearing then cause you to reason
that it is wrong or impossible so that you believe you are not hearing correctly. Satan
will also at times place fear or other wrong emotions or feelings in you to cause you to
doubt God's Love, Control, Plans or Purposes for you. Satan does this to take away
your trust in God and His Love for you, your Joy in Him as well as rewards and the
things God has prepared for you.
Satan will also try to have you misinterpret or misapply The Bible in a way that suits
his purposes. At times Satan will block you hearing The Holy Spirit so you need to
cast him out and stop him doing this and ask the Holy Spirit again what you desired to
know. If you do not hear from The Holy Spirit, ask the following:
Are you in a place in which Satan rules so that the spiritual atmosphere is blocking
The Holy Spirit?
Are you in sin (especially unforgiveness) and do you need to deal with it repenting, using the five steps if deliverance is needed?
Are you to ask this particular question of The Holy Spirit? If you do not get an answer, it may not be the time to ask It may not be the time to receive the answer It
may not be an appropriate question to ask. He may not answer so Satan will not
hear the answer and be able to block what God wants to do with you. So ask Him
why He did not answer and this may be more important than the actual answer to
the question you asked Him.
Jesus may not want you to have the answer so Satan will not know what Jesus is going
to do and try to stop it or replace it with his version of what you are to do:
Are you to command demons that are blocking you from hearing the Holy Spirit to leave in Jesus' Name?
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Do you really want to hear the answer?
Are you seriously listening or just going through the motions of listening
You do not really need to know what God is doing as God will always do His best for
you if you seek to know Him better and to do His Will. As long as you obey what you
know He asks you to do, you will be on the path He has prepared from before creation
on which are all the things He needs you to do as well as all the promises and blessings He has given you (Matt 6:33, Eph 2:10).
A danger is to desire something so much you do not hear God’s answer but one Satan
is able to give because it is the one you want to accept. This is why it is good to have
another witness like what the Bible says whenever you have an answer or prophecy
from The Holy Spirit.
The Holy Spirit is your Companion in this life, so it is necessary to be in continual
communication with Him as He helps you t odo the Will of God and navigate the
traps of Satan.
It is hard to be a child of The Father if you do not know what He desires you to do and
The Holy Spirit has been given so you can hear what The Father desires you to do so
you need to be able to clearly hear Him.

Other ways Ways God Speaks:
Through what He says in His Bible (where possible, everything must be taken
back to the principles in God’s Bible).
Godly counsel (which includes Words of Knowledge and/or Words of Wisdom.)
Current circumstances (if the door is not open to do the action, don’t push it open.
Let God open it).
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Answered prayer, (but be careful as the devil also answers prayer and may provide
his answer first in order to try to displace God’s.)
The witness of peace in your spirit over any decision.
The last is the most important for those who are citizens of The Kingdom. The Holy
Spirit will contend with your spirit and will not give you peace while you are being
disobedient or planning to be disobedient.
Other ways are:
Dreams and Visions
Audible speech or personal visits by Jesus or the Holy Spirit
Thoughts, images, emotions placed in our mind
God-inspired prophecy
Visits by angels
All of the above ways are still subject to the witness of peace in your heart regarding
what was advised or communicated to you. It is very important to discern the spirit
behind these guidances as Satan can appear as an angel of God and try to mislead you.
When he tries to mislead you, there will be fear and not peace in what you see, hear
or feel.
God is original in what He does and is not limited to the above means.
How does one deal with these guidelines? You place them in storage in a mental
pigeonhole for future reference unless there is a warning, in which case, you act on the
warning.
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There is a warning that if you desire something excessively (lust after it), Satan can
give you an answer in one of these ways. Because you desire it so much, you cannot
hear God’s Spirit and you will have peace when you should not. To avoid this, you
must not covet something so that it becomes an idol as then Satan can mislead you
concerning it.

More on Deliverance
This is warfare on Satan and what He has done to Christians both before and after
conversion. Jesus only ever cast demons out of people who called Him Lord. Christians can have demons in their soul but not their spirit because The Holy Spirit resides
in it and demons cannot enter it.
Jesus thought deliverance was important so gave us the delegation to do it.
Deliverance and evangelism are both spiritual warfare.
Evangelism removes a person from the kingdom of Satan.
Deliverance removes the kingdom of Satan from a person.
You really cannot evangelise properly without doing deliverance on the person evangelised, removing all Satan did to them and has in them still.
Deliverance – an overview
What it is
It occurs as a the result of a Lordship decision to make Jesus Lord of all your
life
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It is removing Satan's influences on you and in your soul
It is a sign you desire to follow Jesus and belong to Him
It is removal of hindrances to your relationship with Jesus and The Father
Why do you need it
It removes things in and on you from your pre-Christian life
It removes all Satan has in and on you in the areas given to Jesus to be Lord of
It is a witness to the authority of The Kingdom of God
It is a witness to Jesus being Lord of all including Satan and his demons
Attitudes required
You must believe Jesus can do it
You must desire to do it
You must desire Jesus to be your Lord
You must be willing to act on this belief
Our authority to do deliverance
It is not in modern Bibles – it was in it but was removed from the codices before these Greek texts were published
It is only in texts based on the codices for The Authorised Version and the Syriac Peshita
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It is delegated to us from Jesus – the only delegation He gave us
It was given to us to be used or Jesus made a mistake in giving it to us if we did
not need. it
How to do it
Use the five steps
It requires knowing nothing about the person including what they desire deliverance from.
It must be done in humility as you are only a messenger helping the person
Demons do not manifest when using the five steps so no histrionics occur
Glory should be given to Jesus and not to the deliverance minister
The Five steps explained
They are a framework
Thr first step only changes
They are all a form of worship
Step 1. We give areas of our life or things to Jesus to be Lord of along with any
causes, results of these things as well as any thing associated with them. We
declare by this that He is worthy for us to do this.
Step 2.We repent (admit we have fallen short of His standards) and forgive others as He told us too. We must remove unforgiveness, any sin we do not want
to give up and try to reconcile with anyone we have offended.
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Step 3. We command Satan to leave the areas or things given to Jesus and to
take all he did to the person with him to the Throne of Judgment.
Step 4. We command healing on all Satan did and restoration (in accordance
with the Will of God) of all Satan did to the person
Step 5. We ask The Holy Spirit to fill the person so that demons do not find the
‘house’ empty so cannot come back in to the soul (house).
What each step does
Step 1 Gives the area to Jesus to be Lord of so He can protect it for you
Step 2 Removes hindrances to Jesus delivering you
Step 3 Removes Satan and his demons and what they did to you
Step 4 Commands healing emotionally spiritually and physically (physical
healing in God’s timing and not ours)
Step 5 fills our house (soul) with Holy Spirit so demons cannot come back in.
When to use the five steps
Fighting temptations
Protecting objects you are steward of
Protection of plans and people
Must be for the purposes of The Kingdom for the Glory of God
After deliverance
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Satan will attack in same areas you are delivered from to try to make you believe you are not delivered
You must help others through it and after it
Must do it to demonstrate The Kingdom and the authority of Jesus and that Satan and his demons exist
Doing it shows Jesus is Lord of all and that The Kingdom of God are real
It is a command of Jesus as is evangelism
Given to apostles and disciples not just to His future leaders (apostles)
Everyone must learn to do it (In My Name you will do these things)
It is a strategy to expand The Kingdom of God and demonstrate Jesus and it are
real
The work of the citizen of The kingdom includes deliverance and removing Satan’s influence on and in this world
It is not mentioned as a specialist ministry
The only qualification required is to be a Christian willing to do it and knowing
how to do it
There must be a belief it can be done in the Name of Jesus
There must be a desire to do it
You must have been through it before starting deliverance ministry. (You do
not teach or preach what you have not done or are doing).
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In conclusion for this section
You either fight Satan, defend against him or go under and have a Christian life that
God cannot really use and may even be one Satan organises in you because you do not
believe he is suggesting things for you do so that you accept them as your own
thoughts.

More on Spiritual warfare
Spiritual warfare is necessary to maintain salvation
Every Christian is at war with Satan if only by the fact they live in his kingdom on
earth and it is set up to attack Christians in any way it can.
You are in Satan's world so are always under danger of attack. You fight off Satan or
be overcome by Him
You need to know how Satan attacks
How to defend against attacks of Satan and attack him back to protect the kingdom
and the people in it - deliverance and evangelism are warfare – plundering the enemy's
kingdom
Spiritual warfare is necessary to maintain salvation
Satan is always be fighting you, trying to get you to accept what he places in your
mind or on your body so that you will become a part of his kingdom. You either fight
him or end up in his kingdom by accepting in part or whole what he suggests because
you have not rejected it.
Spiritual warfare involves rejecting what he attacks you with either directly or indirectly and removing the demons attacking you. It is part of pursuing holiness in that it
removes the demons trying to make you live an unholy life.
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You live in Satan’s world and are only a traveller in it heading towards heaven.
Around you is the environment he has had thousands of years to create which is designed to convince you to live in the way he desires you to live so that you will not
have a relationship with Jesus and The Father so that you will be with Satan when you
die.
So you need to know he he attacks and how to defeat his attacks.

Spiritual Warfare Basics
What is spiritual warfare?
Spiritual warfare is the fighting of the plans of Satan and removing his control over
things. It is fought in the supernatural realm but may have its effect in the natural
realm.
It has different expressions:
Fighting demons attacking you or something or someone else
Freeing people from the kingdom of darkness (Evangelism)
Removing the effects of the kingdom of darkness on people (deliverance)
Destroying the plans and working of Satan.
What are the qualifications of a spiritual warfare fighter:
They must be a Christian whom has Jesus 100% as their Lord
They must fully believe in The King James Bible so they can believe wholly in
the authority over Satan delegated to them by Jesus. Modern bibles imply we
do not have this authority,
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They must know how to apply this authority
Jesus stated no other requirements so any person of any age or sex who meets the
three requirements can do spiritual warfare.
Young children can defeat Satan when attacked if taught how to do so as long as they
know what they are doing.

Who is required to attack Satan?
Every Christian is to learn how to fight Satan and defeat him and his plans as well as
rescue people
from his kingdom (evangelism) (Mark16:17-18, Matt 28:18-20).
They must know how Satan attacks and how to defend it so that they can realise when
there is an attack of Satan and so defend against it.
The ministry of Jesus was designed to provide the truths needed to fight the lies of
Satan and to restore people to The Father by removing them from Satan’s Kingdom.
How does Satan attack?
Satan can only have you do something if you let him persuade you to do it. Satan
looks for weaknesses in you so when attacked you know you have a weakness in the
area of attack and may need deliverance in that area.
You must accept what Satan offers you before you will do what he desires you to do
and thus sin.
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Satan attacks you by:
Placing wrong thoughts, imaginations and reasonings in your mind,
Wrong emotions and attitudes in your soul
Wrong feelings/sensations in your body.
Wrong desires in your spirit
He also tries to have you become:
Argue
React
Reason out something
Assume things
Without checking the details and facts or what The Bible or Holy Spirit says to do
about it.
This is so he can guide you in a situation through using wrong attitudes and habits he
has moulded in you. Any of the above occurring shows a need for deliverance.
He tries to:
Deceive you from the truth of a situation or
Distract you from what Jesus wants you to do often using things which give
you pleasure or that are good in themselves but are not what Jesus desires you
to do for Him.
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He has you ignore God’s requirements of you through apathy or indifference to
His requirements.
He has doubt God’s Love and protection so that your faith wavers and doubt
creeps in.
He has to persuade you to reject the Lordship of Jesus in an area so he can obtain authority over it. This is the only way he can obtain any authority over you. He cannot
take it from Jesus so has to have you give it to him.
Satan will try to tell you things are different to what they really are:
He has to make you accept his lies and misquotes of the truth so he can use you
for his purposes or hinder your being used by Jesus.
He tries to make you believe that you cannot resist or fight him successfully so
that you must give in to the wrong desire or attitude.
He has to convince you that something you have, you really do not have, or,
that something you really do not have, you have. If you are sane, he may suggest you have mental problems etc. He will often suggest the opposite of what
you are in the hope you believe him so he can then mould your thinking, attitudes and habits in the way he desires you too.
If you are saved he will throw thoughts into your mind that question
your salvation to the extent you will wonder if you are saved.
If you have a God given ministry he will make you question that it is the
correct one until you look elsewhere for the ministry he suggests you
should have.
He places negative emotions on you like anger, lust and sensual desire or pleasure to
try and have you sin or to distract you from the self-control God desires you to have so
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that you will sin because you desire the pleasures he suggests you more than what God
desires you to do.
He can place moods on you like fear, anxiety and depression so that you do not have
the joy of God and wonder what is wrong with you that you have these things for no
apparent reason.
He tries to get you to believe God does not Love you so that you will despair of anything good ever happening to you and give up hope of God helping you. This is why
you must believe God is Love and works only for your good in all circumstances
(Rom 8:28) even though we may not see the good in the situation at that moment.
He hides the consequences of you actions (judgment for your life’s activities, hell and
its torments, the evil he can do to you because Jesus is not your Lord in and area) so
that you have no real incentive to do what God requires of you.
Remember, Satan does things sneakily and will try to raise doubt about things in you
especially your Love of God and His Things to have you start to question them.
If he can get you to accept his thoughts then he can then either use you or hinder your
walk with Jesus.
He has to have you think a certain way so he can use it for his purposes and uses all he
can to make you think that way.
This is why when you have anything negative in your mind or body you are to cast it
out in Jesus’ Name to The Throne of Judgment as Satan is behind it because God only
gives us that which helps you to live correctly. Otherwise Satan may obtain a foothold
in you on which to build a stronghold in you he can use against you and God.
Remember that all strongholds are mental and need new ways of thinking to remove
them which is where the truth of a situation will set you free from a mental stronghold
of Satan.
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You need to know the truths of The Bible as they set you free (Jn 8:32.
If you do not accept Satan’s thoughts, he cannot succeed in causing you to sin.
So the best defence is to command the thoughts, feelings, sensations etc, to go to Jesus
in Jesus’ Name to The Throne of Judgment and ask The Holy Spirit to take their place.
The Five Steps help in this as they ensure there is nothing in you that Satan is trying to
use as well as send him to Jesus to be dealt with.
Defeating attacks of Satan
The first way to deal with an attack of Satan is to just resist it. You will not sin if you
reject all Satan asks you to do. He has to have you accept in your heart what he is suggesting you to do before you will sin.
Ignoring or Resisting the Attack
When Satan attacks you, you can ignore him and you will not sin. But the battle will
not end as the demon will not go away but keeps attacking you.
This is why it is better to remove the attacking demon using the five steps rather than
just ignoring or rejecting what they say. This is because when the demons are removed
the attack ceases until another demon comes to tempt you. And as the area of attack
has been given to Jesus to be Lord of the new demon will have a much harder time
attacking you in that area.
This is why it is preferable to use the five steps to remove the attacking demon and not
just to resist or ignore the demon.
The Five steps are used when Satan is attacking you personally or things you are
steward of (your God-given area of authority) too:
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Remove the spiritual damage Satan caused to you (Deliverance) or anything
you are steward of
Fight the temptations of Satan
Deal with weaknesses and fears in your life that lead to sin
To protect current or future activities by stopping Satan from attacking or using them
steps 1,3,5 only need to be used.
Remember that the five steps are used to remove Satan and do any deliverance necessary in areas you are steward of while the Name of Jesus is used for spiritual warfare
for others and healing the damage Satan caused.
Remember also that Satan cannot make you do anything you do not agree to do.
He has to deceive you into agreeing with what he wants you to do.
So the first line of defence is to reject what he offers.
If it is an area you need deliverance in you use the five step.
If it is an area you are not steward of then name the area or thing you are attacking or protecting using steps 3-5 of the five steps.
Most demons have names that are foreign to us so it would be nearly impossible to
cast them out by their names. As long as we can identify them by their area of activity
toward you then you can cast them in Jesus’ Name to The Throne of Judgment to be
judged.
If you are attacked in an area often or have a weakness you are having trouble overcoming then you probably do have a need for deliverance in that area.
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Remember that any emotion, sensation, though, attitude or feeling that is negative is
not from God but is a suggestion from a demon playing on attitudes, hurts or weaknesses in you.
God never tempts you but has to allow Satan too if Satan has a right to because Jesus
is not Lord of that area of your life so is not able to defend it you but even then God
limits the attack (1Cor 13:10) and if correctly dealt with God uses it to mature your
more as a Christian.
Whenever I get any wrong thought, image, sensation, feeling or emotion, anything
against the values of The Kingdom of God, I command the demons behind it, in Jesus’
Name, to leave and go to The Throne of Judgment to be judged, and ask The Holy
Spirit to replace them. I preferably use the five steps to do so in case I need any deliverance.
Things you are not steward of
To remove Satan from others or objects Name what you are removing or attacking
then use steps 1, 3, 5 of the five steps.
Sometimes you can only bind demons until the person is willing to do what is necessary to be free. This is especially so in a non-Christian where you do not cast demons
out but stop their activity, not by forbidding them to do it, as they have a right to do it,
but by punishing them for,attacking a child of The Father. The original demon and
seven worse enter the soul if you cast them out as The Holy Spirit cannot fill the soul
to sotp them coming back in.
You can bind demons and hinder their plans anywhere in the world. There is no such
thing as time or distance in the spiritual realm.
In summary regarding areas you are steward of:
When you have a thought:
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If the thought is from you, ensure it is given to God or is dealt with as He tells
you to. There may also be a need for deliverance in an area.
If the thought is from Satan then do what you need to do to cast Him in Jesus’
Name to The Throne of Judgment to be dealt with, preferably using the five
steps. If deliverance is not needed then use steps one, three to five of the five
steps.
The key is to take the thought, emotion, feeling or sensation captive to Jesus (2 Cor
10:5). In other words the demon placing the thought in your mind, sensation, feeling
or emotion on you is cast out in Jesus’ Name, to The Throne of Judgment to be dealt
with by Jesus.
Just resisting the thought does little to remove the temptation as the demon is always
there waiting to attack you in that area. It is capturing the source of it (the demon) and
evicting it that removes the temptation.
When the mind is attacked cast the demon off and then praise or meditate so you do
not focus on the temptation as this will make it easier to fight it.
We are at war
You are either fighting this war or are a victim of it. There is no in between. You are
either on one side or on the other, even only by not doing anything to hinder Satan.
Unless you are resisting Satan by pursuing holiness (rejecting all he suggests you do)
or resting from the battle then in some way you are aiding Him.
Every Christian is involved in this was by virtue of just being a Christian so needs to
know how to defend themselves and attack Satin in this war.
Conclusion
The time of the rapture is very near as according to the Biblical Time line the Tribulation had to start by May 2018. That means in the next seven years the rapture will
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occur. Time is short so you will need to walk close to Jesus to avoid the traps Satan
will set for you in the coming days when disasters are the hall mark of things as Jesus
removes the security of most Christians by removing their comfortableness of life
style.
People think they can put off obeying Jesus and enjoy what they have a little linger
but Jesus will soon prove them wrong.
Remember you face judgment when you die:
What will you say when you face Jesus and did not warn people about:
Hell?
The rapture?
The need for Holiness?
To Love others as He loves you?
To proclaim the Gospel to all?
To use the delegated Authority He has given you over Satan and creation which
is the only way people will see He and His Kingdom are real.?
What will you say when He asks you how you helped the ill and infirmed, the widow
and the orphan and those He sent to you for help?
What will you say when He asks you about your speech (Mat 12:36) which is what
Satan will use to condemn you along with the thoughts and actions of y our heart?.
What will you say when He asks you why you did not have an intimate relationship
with Him and The Father which is what salvation is (Jn17:3)?
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You are not required to minister to everyone but only those He sent to you to be minister too.
What will you say when He asks you if this is what you did.?
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